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Abstract 
Red Star Studded Chaos: Sex Scandal 
JP Salas 
Leon de Cruz is a fame hungry journalist that published sex pictures of the 
greatest pop group in the world: Red Star Studded Chaos. The group was genetically 
engineered to be physically perfect and live a minimum of 10,000 years without aging. 
Leon's news article about the group catapults him into international superstardom, and 
RSSC's only rival, a recently founded Christian pop group called Properness, wants to 
manipulate Leon into using his new found fame to write a novel that condemns the very 
debauchery RSSC stands for. 
Looking to capitalize on the chaos sparked by the sex photographs, Properness's 
management sends their naive lead singer, Tate Jeoff, to try and negotiate a record deal 
with RSSC's Gin Ollie, a.k.a. the King of Party. Tate'sjourney brings him face to face 
with Tiffany Tye Dye-Ollie's lover and the most beautiful woman in the world. Tiffany 
finds herself having to decide whether or not she wants to crush Tate's heart, the only 
person that has ever truly loved her. 
The Roman Catholic Pope and Jommy Harrow, Studded Chaos's own lead singer, 
are the puppet masters behind the exposure of the most legendary sex pictures in history, 
but they are definitely not working toward the same goal. While the Pope wants to put an 
end to all debauchery, Harrow works to find the very meaning of existence, seeking to 
confront whatever gods may or may not exist. 
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This novel is dedicated to Nova, the original Deshawn Ray, 
Shelly, the original Abigail, 
and Stephanie and Hayden. Though none of you made it into Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal-my first completed novel-rest assured that I never forgot any of you for 
even a moment. You all deserve so much more than a role as a secondary character. I 
promise to never stop fighting so that one day you may all shine with all of your 
debaucherous glory. 
Nova, I will never give up on you. 
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My interest in satire originated in sixth grade and has only grown throughout the 
years. Much like Chuck Palahniuk, author of New York Times Bestsellers like Fight 
Club (1999) and Haunted (2005), I mostly experienced disappointment when reading 
because works didn't address themes I was interested in, and those that did were poorly 
written. To alleviate that disappointment, like Palahniuk, I wrote my own works of 
fiction, believing I could construct works specifically designed to entertain myself, and as 
a byproduct, readers like me. The key characteristics of satire are the same ones I find 
crucial in a successful recipe for entertainment: "Sharpness of observation and cleverness 
with language-this gives the work a cutting edge, which can amuse and entertain while 
it criticizes" (Ogborn 13). I quickly learned that wit, amusement, and entertainment 
didn't exist in a single manner, as Oscar Wilde's A Picture of Dorian Gray (1890) 
blurred the lines between funny and clever, and Bret Easton Ellis's Less than Zero (1985) 
is much more absurd than clever or laugh-out-loud funny. Both works are satires of a 
small, elite group of people of a specific society: rakes and affluent college men, 
respectively. It is my goal to have my novel, Red Star Studded Chaos: Sex Scandal, 
satirize a small group of people that exist today: mainstream pop icons. 
Red Star Studded Chaos: Sex Scandal addresses themes that are the focus of two 
contemporary novels: materialism, consumerism, superficiality, excess of wealth, and 
fame. Bret Easton Ellis's Glamorama (1998) and Nick McDonnell's Twelve (2002) both 
trivialize the superficial values wealthy, fashionable men and women hold in high regard. 
In contrast, but making a similar point, Sean Penn's major motion picture, Into the Wild 
(2007), depicts a character who chooses to abandon the seduction of money and fame. 
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While Penn's film, based on Jon Krakauer's nonfiction book, is not satire, it too makes 
readers consider their attraction to fame and fortune. 
In Glamorama, Bret Easton Ellis explores the above themes by showing the 
maliciousness of people who value looks, money, and brand name clothing. Both his 
protagonist and secondary characters are intrinsically evil, ultimately suggesting there is 
no hope of change for people entrenched in superficial lifestyles where obtaining a 
designer jacket and a certain type of reputation are the highest priorities. Satirizing 
fashion and wealth to show how invaluable both really are is not new. Before 
Glamorama there was Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray, which ultimately aims to 
devalue the same concepts that Ellis demonizes. Wilde shows how fleeting beauty is, the 
lengths to which superficial people are willing to go to maintain youth, and how vile 
these types of people are on the inside. Young Dorian Gray is seduced by Lord Henry 
Watton's version of what is beautiful. Similarly, in Studded Chaos, Jommy Harrow is 
seduced by the words of Deshawn Ray. Ray is a fictional character in the world of 
Studded Chaos; he is from a novel written by an older man, Leon de Cruz. Supernova is a 
novel that currently only exists in the world of Studded Chaos. Jommy Harrow is being 
seduced by an older man the same way Dorian Gray was. 
Before Dorian Gray, there was Jonathon Swift's Gulliver's Travels (1726), which 
also critiques physical beauty, but in a fairly absurd manner. Gulliver runs into giant 
women that place him on top of their bosom, believing they are seducing him, but he is 
so close to what he lusts after that he is able to see how pathetic it all is. Time and again, 
writers satirize the same themes, but do so in a way that their current generation can 
understand and relate to. For centuries, writers have served as prophetic voices of culture, 
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using satire to awaken their society to the materialistic and superficial drives rampant in 
their time. Bret Easton Ellis is a more recent writer that is satirizing these timeless 
themes. Better transition needed to the Ellis stuff. 
Bret Easton Ellis' s atrocious characters at first inspired me to consider creating 
characters that were as ruthless and unapologetic as his are. However, it didn't take long 
for me to conclude that there is a genuine lack of humanity in Glamorama, and that those 
same characters, while compelling at first, eventually begin to repulse a reasonable 
reader, to the point where reading the work becomes a task. Daniel Mendelsohn form the 
New York Times says, "Ellis's satirical message is, essentially, a one-liner, and hardly an 
original one at that-celebrity culture is vapid, yes, and?-and isn't remotely worth the 
endless pages in which his vacuous and inconsequential characters talk vacuously and 
inconsequentially about vacuous and inconsequential things." (1) 
The 2001 film Zoolander, directed by Ben Stiller, is the unofficial filmization of 
Ellis's Glamorama. Both follow the same plot: A male supermodel is manipulated into 
becoming the ultimate assassin, and both works address the same themes by demonizing 
people that find value in fashion. However, Stiller's protagonists are all intrinsically good 
and therefore capable of undergoing change during the course of the narrative. 
Fundamentally good characters that start off idolizing superficial desires have the 
capacity to step back and examine themselves, and are therefore able to make the reader 
sympathize with them and stay invested in the narrative. While I didn't want to demonize 
consumerism and fashion the way Ellis and Stiller did, as I believe that there may be 
positive aspects to both, I did take note of Stiller's use of fundamentally good characters 
as a means to create a connection between the reader and the narrative. Except for Leon 
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de Cruz, the fame hungry journalist, all of my characters are at their core good. And even 
though Leon has no moral qualms about what he has to do to achieve fame, he is aware 
that his actions are malicious, whereas Ellis's Victor Ward mostly only feels hate, and at 
best, indifference. In this way, my characters are much more like Ben Stiller's Derek 
Zoolander, who. if anything, is actually a victim, with his biggest weakness being a 
blatant lack of intelligence, not a lack of morals. 
While Glamorama satirizes the 1990s, Nick McDonnell satirizes the twenty-first 
Century. His novel, Twelve, influences my novel more directly than Ellis or Stiller. While 
my characters are 114 years old, they stopped aging at seventeen, both physically and 
mentally. In this way, they are the same age as the characters in Twelve. McDonnell's 
work is a journey that culminates in an epiphany: No matter how wealthy or beautiful or 
brand-drenched an individual is, if she is shot in the chest and dies, she will still be just as 
dead as the impoverished girl down the road that wears Wal-Mart clothes. It is not a 
stretch to describe the celebrity lifestyle the characters of Twelve live as repetitive, which 
means that the work is also addressing ennui. While I believe McDonnell captures the 
party scene of the wealthy elite well, his work falls into the same pattern that novels 
about ennui tend to fall into: The character realizes what she finds meaning in is actually 
meaningless, and thus reinvests her meaning into something moral society finds more 
useful, like education for instance. In Zoolander, Derek stops finding meaning in the 
concept of "being really ridiculously good-looking" and invests his meaning into a 
crusade to get underprivileged children access to reading lessons, while Twelve's 
characters remove their meaning from superficial concepts and reinvest it into their 
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studies, presumably so that they may one day be doctors and help ailing people. The 
solution to ennui in both of these works is flawed. 
(Works that address ennui have its characters realize what they find important is 
actually fleeting, and so they reassess their lives and find a new passion-something that 
their society holds in high regard. In Glamorama, Vincent Ward gives up fashion because 
he finds politics more important, but when the characters of Glamorama and Twelve die, 
their actions are still just as meaningless as they were before they changed from the 
superfi~ial to the allegedly more meaningful. Also flawed are works that solve the 
character's ennui by having the character find religion. With religion, meaning comes 
after death. Red Star Studded Chaos starts off where Twelve ends, as my protagonist is 
aware of how meaningless his investment in fashion and wealth is from the very first 
page. This allows a different kind of exploration of ennui to emerge. Although ennui 
becomes a trigger for a search for meaning, purpose is not necessarily found in the 
traditional morals valued by society. 
Unless a character's god specifically says that reading, or medicine, or education 
is intrinsically more important than dancing and Prada jackets, then there is no cogent 
reason for that character to stop participating on the dance floor and to start building 
centers "for kids that can't read good." This makes it necessary for my most aware and 
self-reflective character, Jommy Harrow, to ultimately die so he can once and for all see 
whether or not there is an afterlife, and if there is, so he can ask God what the meaning of 
life is, and whether or not superficiality is actually evil. My biggest hurdle then, when 
writing Studded Chaos, was not creating a "damn good hero," as James N. Frey explains 
in his book, How to Write a Damn Good Mystery Novel (2004), nor was it to create a 
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"plot as electrified as a jigsaw puzzle" the way Andre Jute describes in Writing a Thriller 
(1994), and it wasn't difficult to discover "the secrets of good pacing," as Eloise Jarvis 
McGraw reveals in Techniques of Fiction Writing (1959), but rather deciding what 
should happen when Jommy Harrow dies. 
It made perfect sense for Jommy to stand in a dark space and to simply dissolve 
into nothingness, showing once and for all that life really is pointless, and that acts 
traditionally viewed as noble are actually as ultimately meaningless as drinking a truck 
load of pineapple sizzurp on a Friday night and having casual sex with relative strangers 
while listening to music that is loud enough to persuade one's neighbor to call the police, 
even though it's only 12:30am and thus, fairly early, ruining the entire night when one 
gets a disorderly conduct for telling the officer that he has no life. This lack of afterlife 
would confirm pointlessness, and though that might be a possibility in real life, I was not 
sure such an outcome would make for compelling reading. Anything that happened after 
the scene where Jommy Harrow vanishes into oblivion would, in turn, mean nothing. 
While such an outcome would be powerful if it was the last scene of the novel, the 
knowledge that life is meaningless would not be able to reach Harrow's friends and 
enemies since he'd be dead and therefore incapable of enlightening anyone. Also, my 
Catholic upbringing made me feel searingly guilty about creating a work that promoted 
an atheist agenda, even though it is fiction and thus does not reflect my own personal 
views. Still, it was a factor to consider. In the end, my protagonist, who believes there is 
no purpose to life because there is no afterlife, is proven wrong and right. There is an 
afterlife, but God is far from compassionate or caring. There is no heaven or hell because 
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God chose to not create one. In my novel, there is no purpose because God doesn't want 
there to be one. 
The prologue and chapter eight are self-contained works. I was fresh out of Dr. 
Roxane Gay's nonfiction course when I started writing Studded Chaos, and so I knew I 
was still in the proper frame of mind to write like a journalist. I did not, however, know 
how I could take advantage of my new found journalistic talents. I had a loose plot 
outline that called for a legendary magazine article. That, coupled with a distaste for a 
scene in a film called Finding Forrester (2000), directed by Gus Van Sant, encouraged 
me to write the news article my narrative required. In Finding Forrester, there is a 
climactic scene where Sean Connery's character, William Forrester, finally comes out of 
retirement and is set to give the best speech of all time. The film hypes this speech up and 
then decides to mute Connery and play a dramatic instrumental song as it cuts to amazed 
faces from the audience. This was not acceptable. It showed that the director was afraid 
that Connery wouldn't be able to deliver a grand, moving speech. My novel's plot stems 
from the publication of an article. It's the article that changes the lives of the best pop 
group in history: Red Star Studded Chaos. I didn't want such a hyped up article to be 
glossed over the way William Forrester's speech was. The novel needed a masterful, 
entertaining, compelling, self-contained article, and so that's exactly what I wrote. 
The article that serves as the prologue systematically introduces seven of the eight 
key characters of the novel, all except for Tate Geoff (he later reintroduces the seven 
main characters in Chapter four, where he narrates). The prologue sets up the world of 
Studded Chaos, which allows the subsequent chapters to have an episodic nature. That is 
to say, the chapters in the first half of the novel, when coupled with the prologue, are self-
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contained. This is accomplishable because the prologue was paced just slow enough to 
allow the reader to get a firm understanding of the main characters, yet the article was 
still paced fast enough to not lose the audience's attention. My novel's episodic nature 
allows for moderate changes of time to elapse between chapters, which then allows for 
flashbacks and flash forwards to easily take place. A nonlinear chronological timeframe 
allows me to reveal certain plot elements as hooks, and then enables me to easily go back 
and explain those attention getting points. 
As important as Leon de Cruz's article is, his novel Supernova is even more 
valuable to the plot development of Studded Chaos. This is the novel that the characters 
are constantly quoting or making reference to, and so once again to not gloss over an 
important factor the way Gus Van Sant did, I decided to write a portion of Supernova and 
include it in Studded Chaos. This choice brings considerable credibility to Leon de Cruz 
as a writer, as the excerpt is written in a literary manner, nicely contrasting with the tone 
of Studded Chaos. Deshawn Ray, Supernova's serial killing protagonist, eventually 
comes alive and is the one that reveals to Jommy Harrow that everything he knows about 
his life is a lie. In this way, Supernova is one of the most valuable contributions to my 
novel. 
y novel does not show that Christianity is true, nor does it affirm atheism. God 
does exist in the world of Red Star Studded Chaos: Sex Scandal, but He is malevolent 
and does not care about his creations. 
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Time line 
January 10 The night Tiffany Tye-dye cheated on Mason Riot with Gin Ollie. 
January 11 The morning when Leon de Cruz published "RSSC's Gin Ollie: Sex 
Scandal," and became the best journalist of all time. 
January 17 The day de Cruz published "How I Photographed the Biggest Sex 
Scandal of All Time," outing Charlie-Joe Montgomery, Jorn Harrow, 
and Adam Courter as psychos. 
January 23 The Launch of Red Star Studded Chaos's NC-17 Music Video. 
January 24 The day of the Sorry For The Sex Scandal Concert. The night Tate 
Jeoff had a business meeting with RSSC and was rushed to the 
hospital, and the night when Gin Ollie got a DUI from drinking too 
much pineapple sizzurp. 
January 25 The morning when de Cruz wrote a news report with the headline: 
"Breaking News! RSSC's Katie Kibbles Rapes a Small Boy," and 
when de Cruz became Mason Riot's best friend. 
January 26 The day of the filming of Leon de Cruz's fifth Gucci commercial, and 
the night of the incident at Fire Eagle Club. 
January 30 The dawn when Tate Jeoffkissed away his career. 
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HOW I PHOTGRAPHED THE BIGGEST SEX 
SCANDAL OF ALL TIME 
January 17 
A follow up to: RSSC's GIN OLLIE: Sex Scandal 
By Leon de Cruz 
When I heard I was going to have the chance to interview Red Star Studded 
Chaos, the world's first genetically engineered pop group, I immediately went out and 
bought a box of bleach and pink hair color. There was no way I was going to let Gin 
Ollie, the legend of crazy partying, see me looking dull like some sort of coffeehouse 
hipster. I grew up idolizing him and the other members ofRSSC, so I'm almost glad my 
novel-writing career never took off and I left Chicago for Canada (to brood in shame), 
where I started writing for Ontario Media Online (OMO). Otherwise, I may have never 
gotten the chance to hang out with the number one music group on the planet. 
So at thirty-three years of age, I once again colored my hair like I used to when I 
was young. I don't think I've aged badly, as I'm thin and still have my hair. My naturally 
tan skin helps hide the beginning crow's feet around my eyes, and my drug-store BB 
creme takes care of the rest. But I haven't aged anywhere nearly as well as Ollie has. The 
King of Party is 114 and doesn't look a day over seventeen. Uber Music (UM), RSSC's 
record label, says that the members have the molecular capability of living indefinitely, 
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without ever aging. Such a claim directly opposes what Infinity Network's (IN) leading 
scientist, Albert Longman, has been professing for over two decades: RSSC has an 
expiration date. They will not live past ten-thousand years. 
Longman works for Uber Music's rival, so it is not clear if his statement holds 
merit, or ifhe is trying to get RSSC fans to switch over to IN's newly debuted Christian 
group, Properness. Whether or not RSSC will die in ten millenniums matters very little to 
the legions of today's pop fans, since they won't be alive ifthat day ever comes. 
Red Star Studded Chaos is comprised of five perfect people. The members of 
RSSC were developed in a test tube over a century ago, where UM used ultra-secret 
technology to choose specific physical traits, as well as to isolate talent genes. Up until 
last year, no one had figured out how UM accomplished such a scientific feat, but IN 
released a press statement that said Properness is also genetically engineered to be 
perfect. Though the new group has gained massive popularity as well, most fans (myself 
included) are suspicious and waiting to see if IN' s group ages. 
"There are no cameras allowed," one of RSSC's staff members told me when I 
arrived at Gin Ollie's nightclub, The ClubHouse; it also serves as Ollie's home. Only the 
trendiest men and women are allowed inside to possibly brush shoulders with RSSC. 
I handed over my large Nikon and couldn't help but feel completely nervous. In 
the seam of my coat was a small camera, which I wanted to sneak in so I could be the 
first to photograph The ClubHouse's interior. My novel-writing career may have been 
dead, but that didn't mean I had given up on being famous. If I could get pictures, then I 
would become a journalistic superstar. 
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"Take off your coat," the sophisticated black man said as he grabbed a gray 
detector wand with his strong hand. He was dressed in a tux and had a secret agent look 
in his eye. As ifhe knew I was carrying a bomb, and he meant to find it at all costs. 
My coat was made of black nylon and had a multitude of horizontal metal bars 
going down the sleeves. I hoped they would be enough to throw the metal detector off. 
But the man completely double-o sevened me and began to systematically check each 
metal slab with the wand. I bit my lip, knowing I had been so stupid to think I could 
smuggle something past world-class security. I looked back to the door I came in 
through. It led to a red carpet area, which Ollie was known to frequent when he was in 
need of an ego boost. Even after a century of being idolized, RSSC's leader shows no 
signs of getting tired of celebrity life, which is not necessarily true of the other members. 
That night, those that were deemed cool enough got the privilege of walking the 
red carpet to get inside, where they would be frisked before gaining entry to the club 
proper. The large metallic double doors where guarded by two other agent-looking staff 
members carrying black machine guns. The round, gold door up ahead was also guarded 
by staff members. There was nowhere for me to go. I looked at the other people being 
checked by other staff and prayed they really did have bombs so they would forget about 
me. 
What would happen when they found what I was smuggling? Would they simply 
toss me out? Would they report me, which would in turn get me fired from OMO? Would 
they post about it online, causing all ofRSSC's fans to look for me and leave me bloody 
in a ditch somewhere? I was such a fool. 
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The man started at the cuff and went up to the collar. He was about to begin the 
sleeve where I had the camera hidden, when he abruptly stopped. 
"Doublju?" He looked toward another staff member. "He's wearing Doublju," he 
said, not even bothering to look at me. His lips crinkled in disgust and he tossed the coat 
onto a metal counter, where another staff member hung it up and slid me a ticket. I 
picked up the small, baby blue card. 
He straightened up, more than his already perfect posture allowed, no doubt trying 
to intimidate me. 
"What's your name?" he asked with an attitude problem. 
"Leon de Cruz," I said and furrowed my brows, trying to intimidate him back. 
Yes, I had smuggled-in a camera, but he didn't know that yet, so why was he being so 
cruel to me? 
He pressed the white earpiece he was wearing and spoke into his sleeve. "Is there 
a de Cruz on the list?" He stared me down. "He's wearing Doublju." 
I took in a deep breath and wondered what all the Doublju talk was about. 
"Fine," the man said. "But if they ask who let him in, I'm not responsible. I'll say 
you cleared him." 
The staff member stopped touching his ear and put his wand away. Looking off to 
something way more important, he waved for me to keep going. I adjusted the collar of 
the blue leather jacket I was wearing under the coat and walked on. Relief slapped me in 
the face like a cold shower after a strenuous hockey match. 
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"Hey," the man called and I stopped in my tracks. I turned my head to him. "You 
come to the trendiest club on the planet to meet Gin Ollie himself, and you wear that?" 
I felt an inch tall, but kept walking. I didn't know if I should have been relieved 
that my coat got past security, or outraged that my favorite brand was completely beneath 
everyone. As I approached the round, gold door, the two staff members standing guard 
opened it, but also looked down on my clothes. 
I entered a long circular hallway. The deeper I walked, the darker it got. The only 
lighting was some neon green that bordered the entrance ahead. In the center of the door 
were purple lights that read: The ClubHouse. I could hear a muffled beat emanating from 
the other side. My small hands grabbed onto the long crystal knob, and I opened the door 
as I simultaneously tried to keep my heart from bursting out of my chest. 
The bass line made my hands tremble as a storm of green and blue lights 
assaulted my pupils. I squinted really hard, yelling at my eyes to adjust. Before I could 
even truly see what was in front of me, a woman shoved a small plastic bag into my palm 
and kissed me on the cheek. 
I gingerly took a few steps forward, barely able to hold the baggy. The floor 
beneath me trembled with a strong beat, and the even stronger sense of urgency that 
permeated every vibration. There was only room for the present; goals and aspirations for 
the future were to be killed with partying. 
In the center was a massive black and white checkered dance floor, completely 
packed with gorgeous youths, frantically waving their hands. I looked down at the bag 
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the woman handed me. Yellow, blue, and pink pills with the letter 0 etched into them. 0 
is Ollie's nickname. I presumed the thousand CAD entry-charge covered them. 
On a see-through platform, suspended in the air, was Katie Kibbles herself. She's 
RSSC's rapper, and one heck of a DJ. Her short, pixie haircut made headlines last month, 
since she previously had blonde hair to her ankles. She bobbed to the beat like a total 
boss as she did whatever DJ's do with their hands. Along the perimeter of the massive 
club, spiraling up to twenty stories high like a futuristic fiberglass beehive, were 
balconies that looked down on the dance floor. The ClubHouse is also a first-class hotel, 
so its horny, drunken patronage doesn't have to worry about getting home. For the right 
price, the drugged busy bees can be like Ollie and live in a club too. 
I moved toward one of the maroon bars in the comer, but the crowd of people 
made the walk snail slow. One guy bumped into me from behind, especially hard. He was 
tall and wearing a tight, black leather jacket. Before I could be offended, I saw him ram 
the people ahead of me too. No one said anything to him, leading me to conclude he was 
the son of a powerful CEO. His hair was crimson red. 
After another minute or two of weaving through the crowd, I made it to the bar, 
but the only stool available was next to the rammer. I sat down and avoided looking in his 
direction. Because I was in The ClubHouse, I knew anything less than a one-hundred 
Canadian dollar note would get me ignored. I held the brown polymer bill in my hand 
and waited for the bartender to get to me. The metallic building on it shimmered like a 
rainbow. 
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To my right, the CEO's kid swiveled his black stool toward the dance floor, but 
then looked over at me. Judging me. I don't know what I would have done ifl again had 
heard someone's verbal disgust over my Doublju. 
"You're the reporter," he stated in a familiar voice. My heart skipped a beat. I 
could barely contain myself at suddenly recognizing Jorn Harrow, RSSC' s broody lead 
singer. 
"Yes, I'm a journalist." Even as star struck as I was, I didn't like being called a 
reporter. I did not sit in front of a camera to relay what journalists investigated. I actually 
did work. 
"Get a real job," he said snarkly and walked off into the crowd, ramming more 
party-goers. I felt like slitting my thin wrists. 
"Mr. de Cruz. Welcome to The ClubHouse," a man in a silver pin-striped suit 
approached me. I struggled to hear him over the blaring 303 bass. He stood out because 
nobody else was dressed so maturely. The kids dancing had on varying versions of what I 
was wearing: Skinny jeans or drop-crotch pants, and a tank top or some bright-colored 
leather jacket. I assumed their versions were much more expensive than mine. My shiny 
bracelets rattled as I lifted my hand to make sure my pink fringe was in place. 
"I'm Red Star Studded Chaos's current manager, Charlie-Joe," he said. 
I shook the man's hand. "Thank you for inviting Ontario Media Online." 
"The pleasure is all ours. Please follow me to your room." 
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I needed to get the camera. "I should get my coat, sir. I left my inhaler in one of 
the pockets." My lungs were healthy. 
He smiled widely. "I'll have one of the staff bring the coat up to you. Please 
follow me, Mr. de Cruz." 
Fuck. I didn't see why before they agreed to the interview, they insisted I got a 
room. I did not plan on staying the night. 
The crowd parted for him, so I made sure to stay close. We went through some 
double doors and ended up in a large hall with see-through elevators that were riddled 
with neon blue lights. Everybody was drunk, high, or just plain loud. Maybe I was simply 
too old. Charlie-Joe escorted me all the way up to my room, which was as trendy and 
neon light-laced as the rest of the club. 
"I'll go and tell Gin that you've arrived," the man said. His slick, black hair 
reflected the blue lights as if it were made out of vinyl. 
"Should I wait here?" I asked. 
His smile disappeared and he stepped back and shut the door without answering. 
Rude. I thought I heard the lock turning on the other side. Ruder. 
It was possible that I imagined the sound. Attempting to turn the knob assured me 
my nerves were not playing with my hearing. I really was locked in. Had they found the 
camera? 
I walked further into the expansive room and almost had a heart attack. A 
handsome man dressed in a black denim jacket and faded blue jeans was standing by the 
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bar with a black and white trucker hat slanted down to cover his eyes. His outfit made my 
Doublju seem like high-end couture. Clearly, he was a mugger. 
The joke was on him since all I had on me was the sea note I didn't get to spend 
downstairs at the bar, when I ran into Jorn Harrow. He would be better off mugging 
literally anyone else at The ClubHouse-including the arrogant, wand wielding staff. 
"Leon, right?" He had a southern drawl. 
"Yes. And you are?" 
"Adam Courter. Maybe you've heard of me." 
The Adam Courter? I was shocked to see the leader of Infinity Network's 
Properness in the headquarters of all that is debaucherous. He was the figurehead of the 
new Christian movement. Was his goody image just to sell albums? No, that look in his 
eye. He wasn't at The ClubHouse to party, but to spark change from within. 
"Can I get you a beer?" He walked behind the bar to fetch them. "Take a seat, 
man." Courter was disarmingly laid back. If I was in any way into hockey, I would 
definitely want to watch the game with him. 
I sat down at the plastic chair and Adam popped open our green bottles of 
Moose head. 
"Nice jacket," he said, without a trace of sarcasm. But then his tone got sad. "You 
dress like them." He paused to clink my beer. "Are you one of them?" 
I didn't drink when he did. The last thing I needed was to be roofied and killed. 
"What do you mean?" 
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"Have you met Ollie yet?" he asked, avoiding my request for clarification. He 
was trying to get his own question answered without explaining what the question 
actually was. 
"No, I haven't." We stared at each other. I was suspicious from the get-go, solely 
because Properness was RSSC's rival. I was Team Chaos, even though my team was 
decidedly against old people, and any kind of discipline or organization. Still, while it 
annoyed me that everyone made fun of my clothes, no one had made fun of my age yet. I 
had a few more years left to where I could, if not blend in, then at least not sorely stick 
out. It helped that I was thin and had blatantly unapologetic, attention-seeking hair. 
"I've read Supernova," he said. 
My lips pursed. He was making reference to my failed novel about teenage serial 
killers. The book was too controversial to amount to anything, and not in the good way 
that makes it sell like Trojans at The Clubhouse during Orgy Thursdays. I didn't believe 
him. Christian or debaucherous-it didn't matter. He was still in a pop group, and he still 
didn't read. Let alone read my work. 
"What do you want?" I asked, offended that he thought he could gain my favor by 
pretending to give a fuck about my book. 
His face was difficult to read. "I need your help." He took another sip from his 
beer. "But of course, you'll end up benefitting just as much as me. Infinitely more, 
maybe." 
"Go on, please." 
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"Charlie-Joe is going to come and take you to Ollie's VIP house so you can 
interview the boy. Afterwards, you'll be free to enjoy your stay in the VIP area." He 
opened the balcony door. The cold January wind cut like a blunt, butter knife. "Ollie and 
Tiffany will get high as a kite off sizzurp and then go to O's bedroom. You'll use the VIP 
bathroom exhaust system, which will take you just above Gin's bed." 
Sizzurp is also known as "double cup," since the drink is served in two Styrofoam 
cups. It consists of prescription-strength cough syrup with promethazine and codeine as 
the key ingredients. Then the base is whatever soda one prefers, usually Sprite, and is 
topped off with ice and a Jolly Rancher. Ollie started the drink in Houston, Texas when 
he got involved in the hip-hop movement. Double cup can supposedly cause one's lungs 
to stop working. 
"I take the pictures, publish them in OMO for the world to see, and become a 
superstar." I put the cold bottle down since I decided I'd need all my brain power even to 
stand a chance at pulling off such a photographic heist. "And then RSSC crumbles and 
Properness takes over and sets up its own musical dynasty, right?" 
"It's not about Properness," he said, almost hurt that I would insinuate the deal 
was about his own gain. "RSSC has been corrupting the youth of the world for a century. 
This is about righting wrongs and giving people substance." 
I wanted to tell him to spare me the bullshit, but I didn't. 
"I'll help you do that," I said. 
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He stepped out onto the dark balcony. "And obviously, don't mention me in the 
article. Or Charlie-Joe." 
Ha, Ollie's manager is a mole for Infinity Network. 
"Naturally. But one last thing," I said. "Why me?" 
"Does it matter?" 
"Of course." 
"Because you are a professed RSSC fan that reviews all their albums, meaning no 
one will assume you are in league with IN." He buckled on a harness. "Because I've read 
Supernova and it's brilliant. Your overnight fame will spark an interest in your previous 
work and people will go out and buy it like it's the new bible." 
WTF? Why would a Christian group want my novel to succeed? It's about 
teenage serial killers, and being cutthroat and having no emotions, and suggests that there 
is no point to life at all. It is, on the other hand, masterfully written. 
"What aren't you telling me?" 
He chuckled softly. "You 're going to write the sequel. And your teen characters 
will all repent. It'll be written in such a way that it'll make the readers want to repent 
too." 
Did he think I had no integrity and was a complete sell-out? How dare he? 
I'd write it if it made me famous, though. I'm Leon de Cruz, history's best 
snollygoster. 
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"Don't screw this up, okay?" And then he threw himself off the balcony. A little 
pulley to the side spun crazily, lowering him to some previously planned rendezvous 
point. 
The door loudly unlocked and Charlie-Joe stuck his head in. 
"C'mon. He's waiting for you," he said. 
Just like that, I was some weird part of Infinity Network's top-secret conspiracy to 
save the world, as they made billions in the process. In other words: I was on the brink of 
perpetual limelight. I'd tread carefully, as it wouldn't be the first time in my career that I 
thought I was on the verge of superstardom. 
I nervously followed the traitor-manager back to the main club area, where Katie 
Kibbles was still DJing. Though I didn't see it, I assumed Jommy Harrow was still on the 
prowl, ramming fans. We walked to the opposite side of the dance floor and approached a 
triangle-shaped door. The staff members unhinged the maroon velvet rope and instantly 
let us in. I was already feeling like a celebrity. There was a narrow hallway, just like 
when I first entered the club after being frisked. Charlie-Joe abruptly stopped in the semi-
dark, and I did too. 
"Once you're done interviewing him, just blend in. Don't do anything to make 
people notice you." The man adjusted his glasses. "Then when the time comes, go to the 
restroom and use the last stall. The grating in the ceiling will be loose. I'm sure you can 
figure out the rest." 
I nodded that I understood. 
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"We're doing our part to save the world," he extended his arm for a hand shake. I 
nodded again and shook it. What a psycho. 
We went through the second triangle door. I braced myself for flashing 
luminescence crazy enough to induce an epileptic seizure, but the spacious area didn't 
have jarring lights. No lasers and no neon. The floors were made out of glass, and so 
were the walls-all of them glowing an easy white. There was no blaring bass line that 
thumped like a heart on coke either. The music was only playing loud enough to be 
background noise. There was a white bar off to the side, but no one in particular was 
tending. A few girls where behind it, fixing their own drinks. 
About a dozen young people where gathered around a glass table, playing spin the 
bottle. Gin Ollie was among them, sitting on a long orange sofa with Tiffany Tye-dye to 
his right, and another girl to his left. No one else was in the VIP section. Behind them an 
elaborate staircase led up to the private house; it was secured by a locked, fiberglass gate. 
"Pour yourself a drink, Mr. de Cruz," Charlie-Joe told me. "I'll tell Ollie you're 
here." 
I nodded and went behind the bar with the girls that were already there. 
"Are you a reporter?" one of them asked me. She looked familiar. They all did, 
but I didn't watch enough television to put two and two together. 
"Yes, I'm a journalist." 
"Don't write bad things about, 0. I'll make you a Cosmo if you promise." 
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I did and she started making me one. I saw Gin Ollie get up from the sofa and 
look in my direction. He was wearing white skinny jeans with white high-top sneakers. 
Over a white tank top that read Spread the Wealth in red letters, he wore a thin, short-
sleeved orange jacket: The same color as his modem military-style ushanka. His auburn 
fringe stuck out from under the hat, covering his sexy, Japanese eyes. I wondered ifhe 
would be a douche like Jorn Harrow, or a delusional world-saver like Adam Courter. 
He smiled widely as he approached, his teeth agonizingly bright. Gin Ollie set 
down his white Styrofoam cup on the bar and offered me a handshake. The foam cup was 
inside another foam cup, which led me to believe he was having purple drank. The 
megastar used both hands to shake, which seemed un-masculine. Ollie was cold from 
holding the cup, but silky smooth. 
"What's your name?" He asked. His voice was soft, but not effeminate. It was 
surreal to meet my idol, and shocking to see that we were the same height. I'm 173cm 
tall. Being in his presence made me feel awkward, since I knew I was planning on 
sabotaging his entire career. It was one thing to take photographs of his club, but to take 
pictures of him being intimate in his own bedroom ... that seemed inexcusably malicious. 
Instead of feeling star struck, I just felt guilty. 
"I'm Leon, journalist for OMO and a huge fan." 
"Thanks. Call me O." 
His face was ridiculously pretty, making me feel like a monster. Maybe it was the 
guy-liner he was wearing, or the incredible genes. He looked back at the people he just 
left. 
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"We're pre-gaming before we go out there to dance under Katie." He picked up 
his double cup, which probably contained soda and Actavis, the most expensive cough 
syrup in the world, at close to 900 polymer loonies a bottle. "You wannajoin us?" 
Who says no to partying with Red Star Studded Chaos? He walked me over to the 
group gathered around the glass table. 
"This is my friend, Leo," he said. 
"Hi, Leo," they all recited as if we were at an AA meeting. I nodded in greeting 
and 0 walked over to a fancy stereo that rested on a low glass table. He sat on the floor, 
cross-legged like a little kid to operate its dials. Crap, what if he actually was a nice guy? 
Could I really betray his hospitality and publish sex pies of him and Mason Riot's 
girlfriend? I looked over to her. Her large, doll-like eyes watched 0 fiddle with the 
stereo. She had long, wavy hair and flawless black skin. There was no malice in her 
expression. In fact, she resembled an angel. Because of what I had to do, I hoped she 
would be a bitch, and that Ollie would be a narcissistic asshole. 
As the night went on, however, they both seemed like genuinely nice people, 
especially 0. After a few rounds of spin the bottle, where he ended up kissing some 
blonde guy and I ended up kissing one of the sluts that was making drinks, we took three 
shots of whiskey and he drank some more lean. Everyone was ready to hit the dance 
floor. Ollie and I stayed behind, though. 
He tossed on a white straitjacket with sleeves altered so they fit like a normal 
blazer. It had a zipper in the front for ease of access. 
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"You know what time it is?" he asked with dilated pupils. They somehow made 
him look endearing. 
"Crazy time?" 
He licked his small lips and gave the cutest, toothiest smile. "Exactly." Ollie took 
off his orange hat and put it on me. "Now you're ready too." His pale fingers ruffled the 
top of his head. "I hate hat hair. Do I look okay?" 
He looked great and I told him so. I totally had a guy crush on him: That part I left 
out. The hat didn't match my outfit at all, but it was no doubt an absurdly expensive 
brand, so I swore to wear it until I left The ClubHouse. 
"Take a bump with me," he said and sat down on the orange sofa to cut white 
powder with a silver blade. It was square and the grip had a ruby in it. His thin fingers 
wrapped around the strange handle and began to form two thin lines. How many drugs 
could he possibly do within a single hour? I didn't want to snort coke, but it was 
incredibly difficult to say no to him. 
I refused to be a party-pooper; I would not accept being old. 
"You ever mixed molly and snow?" I asked and pulled out the baggy of pills I 
was handed when I first entered the club proper. 
"Uf cwass," he said. 
Saying of course like an independent film Frenchman was made popular by 
Jommy Harrow. A paparazzo asked him ifthe gay rumors concerning him and Gin Ollie 
were true, and Harrow responded as pretentiously as he could. The head of Team Chaos 
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released an official statement on RSSC's fan site, assuring the public that Harrow was 
just kidding, and not anti-French. Later that day, angered by UM trying to control him, 
Harrow sucker-kissed Ollie during a performance. It was supposed to cause a scene, 
stirring conservatives. But the event became awkward when 0 didn't resist. At all. 
Harrow ended up running off stage, completely embarrassed. Those that shipped Ollie 
and Harrow as a fantasy couple were disappointed and started shipping Ollie and Mason 
Riot instead. 0 openly dislikes Riot, so he went on primetime TV and stated that Harrow 
has soft lips and nice breath, to assure that if there were any gay rumors about him at all, 
that they consisted of him and Harrow-not him and Riot. 
Still, even though Gin Ollie's gay rumors are purposely constructed for attention, 
the boy is a total milksop. The thought that he might be trying to seduce me crossed my 
mind. Then I remembered that I was not in his league and also took into consideration 
that Adam Courter said he was sleeping with Tiffany Tye-dye. In all likelihood Ollie was 
being nice to me so I'd write a good article about him. That must have been it, since I 
found it absurd to believe that someone that famous and perfect could possibly be a good 
person. I took out a single blue pill and held it between my index finger and thumb. 
"Yeah, molly and white pony don't really mix." He smiled brightly, causing his 
eyes to disappear into adorable lines. As he bent over to viciously snort the powder with a 
skinny, black tube, I palmed the pill and stuck nothing into my mouth. He got up 
squinting an eye and rubbed his pretty nose with the back of his hand, sniffing. He was 
really thin, and I wondered if that was because of the drugs, or because of his carefully 
chosen DNA. 
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With one hand he picked up his double cup, and with the other he grabbed my 
fingers and led me back through the triangle door, toward Katie Kibbles. His touch made 
me feel uncomfortable. I can appreciate how beautiful Ollie is, but I wasn't sexually 
attracted to him. First, he looked like a small boy. And second, he had a penis. Probably. 
I hoped not only to find out, but to photograph the said genitalia by the end of the night. 
While I was not personally lustful for the boy since I liked women, I was still completely 
willing to cheat on my wife of four years for a superstardom-inducing story. lfthe sex 
scandal I was going to create had to be between RSSC's leader and me instead of him 
and Tiffany Tye-dye, so be it. My thirst knew no bounds. 
The second triangle door opened and the staffer signaled to the lighting operator 
in a booth on the second floor. The technician released a storm of silver confetti. It 
reflected the blue and green lights, causing the sweaty, feverish dancers under Katie's 
platform to explode in ecstasy. No pill could compare with the electric surge of energy 
created by Ollie's presence on the dance floor. He handed his sizzurp to the staff member 
and led me to the center, directly under Kibbles, and placed his slender hands on my 
waist, holding onto my belt. The youths surrounding us danced violently, and as close as 
they could get without knocking us over. O's hair sparkled with confetti and glitter. He 
brushed aside his auburn fringe so I could see his seductive gaze. His small hips started to 
sway sensually, the way an expensive hooker's might. Most of his dance happened at his 
shoulders, though. His movement was seemingly very simple, but entirely hypnotic-
wholly mesmerizing-and something no other person in The Clubhouse could ever hope 
to replicate. His superior dancing genes reigned supreme at that moment, and forever 
more until the end of the Earth. 
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My own shoulders instinctively joined Ollie's. I didn't have rhythmic god blood 
running through my veins like he did, but I wasn't a stranger to dance floors. I had spent 
all of my youth dancing, and the three days prior to arriving at The ClubHouse staring at 
a mirror in my bedroom, learning to adjust my motions even by a mere centimeter. I was 
really glad I did. It no longer mattered what brand I was wearing, because I was there in 
the center of the greatest club in the world, dancing with the biggest name in party 
history: Gin Ollie. 
The boy's hands grabbed my cheap, blue jacket and leaned me toward him until 
our lips touched. The crowd squealed and hooted in approval. His lustful fingers slid up 
to grab me by the back of the neck, and he kissed even more passionately, his tongue 
entering my mouth. He definitely lived up to the stereotype that all club kids are bisexual. 
While I wasn't disgusted, I was also not turned on. Ollie pulled away to look at my face, 
but I tugged him back toward me, licking his lips. I was a vicious social climber and 
would literally drink his boy goo if it meant my chance at fame and fortune. 
Tiffany Tye-dye approached us. She smiled and her arm came between Gin Ollie 
and me. He leaned in and kissed her, his tongue lingering on her upper lip. Her demeanor 
wasn't bitchy, but either way, she took him. I didn't mind that Ollie was making out with 
Tye-dye instead of me, but it did leave me there on the dance floor by myself. 
A girl wearing a green jacket started grinding on my thigh. She no doubt wanted 
to dance with the man that Gin Ollie danced with. I moved to the bass with her for a 
while so I could watch him. Tiffany's hand was rubbing his bulge through his white, 
skinny trousers. They would go to the bedroom soon. 
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I pushed the anorexic girl away from me and made my way through the crowd. I 
needed to make it to the VIP restroom before my targets got it on. 
The staff at the triangle doors didn't hesitate to let me past the velvet ropes. I 
entered the VIP house and walked past the self-serve bar and past the orange sofa where 
we had played spin the bottle. The restrooms were near the elaborate staircase that led up 
to Gin Ollie's private house. As I neared my destination, a slim figure appeared in my 
peripheral vision. 
It was Jommy Harrow, RSSC's main vocalist. Ollie was the leader of the group 
because he answered all the questions in interviews and was generally able to be 
undeniably charming, but Harrow was the undisputed champion of singing. From what I 
could tell, though, he was a complete, emo douchebag. 
"Where are you off to?" Harrow said with his elbows casually resting on the 
railing. 
I froze. 
"What a glorious hat." He sounded guttural. "Certainly matches your outfit." 
My head slowly turned up toward him. There was no time for childish insults, so I 
kept walking to the restroom. 
"Don't dirty yourself in the vent." 
I didn't need to look at him to know his lips where snarling as he spoke. My 
stomach instantly churned with nerves. Fuck, I had been found out. My eyes darted 
around in search of staff. Ifwe were alone, then I might be able to subdue him. Certainly, 
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pop idols couldn't defend themselves in a physical fight. The gate that allowed access to 
the staircase was not locked anymore. No one would stand in my way. 
I was so damn thirsty. 
"I'll be extra careful," I said and walked to the black, fiberglass entryway that led 
up to the emo. He had taken off his black jacket since the last time he had insulted me in 
the club proper, and was just wearing a black t-shirt and matching skinny jeans. 
He stared at me and I slowly took the blood red steps up to him. His blue eyes 
seemed entirely uninterested in anything that didn't stroke his ego. On the landing was a 
17th Century marble and gold table with small, lit candles sprawled across its surface. 
"It's not as fun being on top as you think," he said. His eyes were large and 
drenched in black and gray make up. He turned a dial on a podium attached to the 
banister he was leaning on and the lights disappeared. The candle flames flickered 
enough to illuminate his way to the table. I took off Gin Ollie's hat and hooked it to my 
studded belt. 
"I plan on making that discovery myself," I said and sat down across from 
Harrow. He was very tall, 193cm, but his I-cut-myself swoop assured me I could take 
care of him. The crybaby fringe completely covered his right eye. 
"How far would you go to be made an idol?" 
"As far as it takes." I took off my blue jacket. The club kids may look down on it, 
but in the rest of the world it turns heads. I didn't want it damaged when I threw myself 
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across the table and choked Jommy Harrow to death. My intention must have shown, as 
he tensed for the briefest second. 
"Don't be a fool," Harrow said with his brow entirely furrowed, but then he 
relaxed and took a sip from a gold goblet. "I'm not your enemy." 
Anyone that tried to stop me from leaving The ClubHouse with pictures was my 
darkest rival, and I would obliterate them by any means available. 
"You'll let me take photos then?" I asked and got ready to pounce. 
He looked up to the high ceiling, and then off to nowhere in particular. "It was my 
idea." 
The light from the flames bounced off his red hair. He was a devil. 
"Why do you want to sabotage your own group?" 
"Like I said, it's not that fun being on top." 
I picked up a silver cup on my side of the table and slowly sipped from it, waiting 
for him to continue. My experience as a journalist taught me that sometimes you just 
have to stare at people long enough for them to talk. And he did. 
"I've read Supernova. It's a masterpiece," he said. 
"Critics didn't think so, but thank you." 
"It was just marketed the wrong way." He licked his lips. "I can see it corrupting 
the world's youth, and how beautiful would that be?" A small smirk appeared on his face. 
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It was never my intention to corrupt anybody, but I rather corrupt than not do 
anything at all. 
"You want me to write the redeeming sequel, like Adam Courter?" 
The smile vanished. "No." He leaned forward. "Take your pictures and become a 
superstar, but you have to promise to never write such a sequel." 
"How do I know you won't just call staff members and have them stop me when I 
get to the vent?" 
"Stop you?" Harrow leaned back amused. "I'm the only reason you are going to 
succeed." 
I put the cup down. "Why do you want to corrupt the world's youth?" 
His eyes glossed over. "Because it might entertain me for a bit." He emptied out 
the last of the drink into his mouth and stared at his beautiful reflection in the goblet. 
"You want my novel to help you add to the degradation of society, solely because 
you're bored? You have everything you could possibly want," I said disgusted. "You're 
sheer evil." 
"I know," he sneered. "But this isn't a fucking Disney film. Villains don't actually 
lose, and nice guys really do finish last." 
Jommy Harrow is a Monster. But maybe I am too. 
"Promise me you won't write the sequel, and promise me you will write about all 
of this: About Courter and Charlie-Joe." He placed the goblet on the table. "And write 
about me." 
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I got up and started to walk down the stairs. 
"Make the promise," he demanded. 
Luckily, I had thrown my morals out the window a long time ago. 
"I promise," I called out as I exited the gate. If Adam Courter offered me more 
fame to create the sequel, however, I would write it in a heartbeat. 
After climbing through the grating, and crawling through what seemed like blocks 
of ventilation tubing, I made it to Gin Ollie's bedroom. My targets were already going at 
it. I took a picture of Tiffany Tye-dye playing with Ollie's Canadian foreskin. He was 
very well endowed, crushing the Asians-have-small-penises stereotype. I took pictures of 
them in several positions, doing very adult things. Even then, I knew that the best photo 
would be the one where 0 was inside Tye-dye, holding onto her slender hips. I felt 
immense guilt, but not so much that I ever seriously considered not publishing the 
pictures for the world to see. My byline will be remembered for all of eternity. 
I am Leon de Cruz, and this has been a detailed account of how I became an 
international celebrity. I owe it all to Gin Ollie, Tiffany Tye-dye, and Jommy Harrow. 
I owe it all to Supernova. 
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Chapter 1: Ennui 
January JO: JP 
Leon de Cruz: Adam Courter says we suffer on Earth to prove we are worthy of heaven. 
What do you think? 
Jommy Harrow: We suffer through hell on Earth because we are surrounded by 
humans-which are fundamentally selfish, jealous, cowardly creatures. When we die, 
nothing will happen. It'll be like we're asleep. A deep, dreamless sleep. Think about that. 
Once it's all said and done, everything we accomplished, and everything we failed ... will 
not even matter. 
We can be serial killers. We can be priests, teachers, mothers, ten-thousand-year-
old superstars. We can get degrees, write books, build palaces, be kings or queens: Yet 
when we finally croak, none of that will make a difference. We'll still be dead. 
Life is ultimately pointless. We live for nothing. But if the lowlifes accepted this, 
then there'd be worldwide chaos. 
So the upper crest, rich people, invented religion. Now the poor will not revolt 
and go around stealing Yeezys because if they do, they will burn in a hell that doesn't 
even really exist. Welcome, purpose. If we're good: We go to heaven. Without religion, 
being good or evil is the same thing. God is a coping device, keeping people from getting 
depressed over mass scale pointlessness. Who needs Xanax when you've got Jesus 
Christ? 
Nothing we do really matters. We're here for a tiny amount of time, and then we 
cease to exist. We're just waiting, twiddling our thumbs until we die. Do you understand? 
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Leon de Cruz: Are you serious right now? 
Jommy Harrow: You can't believe me. If you did, your little world would suddenly 
crumble. Like this rainbow-sparkled cookie. 
(Harrow crushes the pastry and its multi-colored crumbs splatter over the 
expensive table. The cookie is destroyed, just like most people's dreams.) 
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Chapter 2: The Fandom 
January 22: JP 
Her head is dark against the red glow of her large computer screen. The silhouette 
suggests long, straight hair, but nothing more can be determined in such poor lighting. 
She's young, only fourteen, and worships Red Star Studded Chaos. Drinkingolliesgin50 
is a single grain of sand in RSSC's vast desert-fandom. 
Welcome to the Team Chaos 
Fan Site! 
Become an Official member for just 
99.99CAD, 
or Harrow will cut himself in emo summertime sadness. 
1122 11 :55pm 
Login *Click* 
U sername: Drinkingolliesgin5 0 
Password: PoUndMehard9!nch 
Drinking's page loads and her cursor hits post, updating her status on Team 
Chaos's fan cite: Am staring at the sex scandal pies. I wanna throw 0 in a dirty laundry 
bag and rape him through a hole. Thanks Leon! Your pink hair looks retarded, though. 
Probs a bit too old for that kinda shizz. But I can hardly wait for the RSSC MV. 50 shades 
of my Ginny-pooh coming up. #justsaying #ialwaysknewolliewashunglikeaboss 
In two minutes, RSSC's new NC-17 music video will stream for the world's 
erotic enjoyment. But Drinking would have watched the MV even if the best, biggest bits 
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were pixilated. Censorship was UM's original plan, but after Ollie and Tye-dye's 
overwhelmingly graphic photos boosted merch sales by 6,000 percent, the company 
made the executive decision to exploit O's naturally groomed pubic area. The price to 
watch the online stream changed from nine easy payments of nine-ninety-nine, to a still 
reasonable five payments of ninety-nine-ninety-nine. Per episode, uf cwass. 
Luckily, Drinking's mom is a junkie, otherwise she might not be able to afford 
watching Gin Ollie's genitalia. After the divorce, the fan's fairly affluent dad, who 
partied at The ClubHouse three decades ago when he was attractive, gained custody. He 
is too busy to teach his daughter morals, but he is responsible enough to give his 
offspring a limited edition platinum credit card with an incredibly hard-to-reach limit. If 
0 knew about such a parenting strategy, he would probably approve. To be fair, though, 
there is little he doesn't approve of. 
Drinkingolliesgin50's favorite member is Mason Riot, but she created her 
usemame three months ago-back when she would eat, sleep, and bleed Gin Ollie. Her 
statuses have received several dozen LIKES since then. Starting over just to have a name 
that reflects her current bias doesn't seem worth it. Besides, ever since carefully 
examining Ollie's smooth scrotum, she has been considering switching back to 
wholeheartedly loving the group's leader again. 
After the sex scandal, 0 was spotted with a black eye. It was rumored that Mason 
Riot punched the boy for sleeping with his girlfriend. In response, UM launched a 
campaign to promote Jommy Harrow and Riot as best friends. The company has always 
been fond of ignoring scandals. They believe in pretending the issue never happened until 
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it goes away. A solid bromance will divert attention. It somehow usually works, but 
UM's focus group is quite worried about whether fans can simply forget that Gin Ollie 
penetrated Tiffany Tye-dye. Still, the bromance campaign was given the green-light. 
The fan can hardly contain herself as she pours Actavis into her Styrofoam cup. 
There is no way the video won't be the best thing evar. She adds ice, pours in pineapple 
soda, and tops off the concoction with a watermelon Jolly Rancher. Her mouth comes 
dangerously close to taking a sip, but she realizes she forgot to double cup the drink. That 
would have been a total sizzurp disaster, comparable to wearing a hat and not slanting it 
sideways, or performing fellatio and not swallowing. Some things are just not done. 
Drinking takes a gulp of lean and then clicks connect. 
Video Sponsored by H and R Circle 
Remember: While it may seem like your favorite RSSC member doesn't benefit from 
you purchasing products and services from our sponsors, please rest assured that Ollie, 
Harrow, Tye-dye, Riot, and Kibbles will definitely become richer because of fans like 
you© 
Tailoring AD to User, DRINKINGOLLIESGIN50 ... 
AD 
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Tax season is corning up, and what better way to get it all done than to just come to H 
and R Circle. Yes, you could use some online service and pay nothing. But why do that 
when you could have us fill out your taxes while you gawk at shirtless pies of Mason 
Riot's chiseled body in the lobby? Are you turned on yet, because I've got a full-
COME ON DOWN TOH AND R CIRCLE! 
Now playing Pre-MV: Riot's Selfcam in Ultra HD-Ray3 LIVE 
"Sup, Team Chaos. It's your man, May-train." He fixes the draw string on his 
Greek-lettered hoodie and smiles with teeth so straight and white that the fan watching 
can't help but moan like a goat. "I'm corning at you from-" 
The frame spins wildly and a thud sounds. A loud screech causes 
Drinkingolliesgin50 to cover her ears as it appears that the camera hits the floor. A bit of 
ringing is totally worth it to see May-may, since he is the best in so many unarticulable 
ways. She clicks on the icon to make the video go into full screen mode and picks at 
some gunk stuck in her braces. Drinking's gonna be so beautiful when those metal bad-
boys are finally taken off. Mason Riot is the spokesman for his own side business: Riot 
Straight Dentistry. The pop star is always assuring people with crooked teeth that they 
have no reason to live ... unless they get braces at his offices. 
The camera is on the ground filming a dusty wall, but 50 can still hear the love of 
her life talk. 
"Shit, Gin. Watch where the fuck I'm going." 
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"Sorry, didn't see you there because you're so damn boring." 
"I'll show you boring with my fist up your ass," Riot barks. 
"You want to fist me?" Ollie's tone sounds concerned. 
"No, not like that. Not in a gay way." 
"You want to put your hand up my butt in a straight way?" 
"Dude, fuck you." 
"No thanks." Ollie's footsteps begin to fade as he walks away. 
50 smacks her own mouth with both hands to stifle her giggle. Homophobic 
insults are really funny. But if her rat of a maid hears her laughing at 12am, she'll tell her 
dad for sure. Drinking feels the cluster of zits on her chin and stops laughing. There is no 
humor in acne. 
The camera gets picked up and quickly moves up Mason's acid wash jeans. 50 
pauses the video but misses what she was looking for. She rewinds and this time manages 
to stop the frame exactly at May-train's crotch. The denim material is completely flat. No 
bulge at all. Could Olli.e be telling the truth when he says Riot has a tiny Jew penis? She 
holds her mouth shut again. Racism is even funnier than homophobia. Her laugh comes 
to an end at the notion that her bias isn't well-endowed, though. Small dicks aren't funny 
> > 
"I feel like I need to address things between me and Gin." Mason uses the viewer 
on his camera as a mirror and adjusts his trendy, black quif. "We're cool." His eyes shift 
to the left. "I'm gonna play a prank on him, though." 
Jommy Harrow casually walks into the frame, causing 50 to squeal with 
excitement. She is a total Mayjom shipper because their bromance is so tender. Images of 
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them kissing off camera flash into her head. They aren't gay, but Mayjom shippers can 
dream. Wet dreams. 
"Hey, Jommy." May-train extends his arm for a fist-pound greeting. 
The frontman expressionlessly eyes the camera and then looks at Mason's fist. 50 
admires Harrow's hair, which is uncharacteristically brushed up into a perfect mass of 
crimson awesomeness. He usually has a sexy emo fringe, but this time his eye can 
actually be seen. She wants to lean in and lick his flawlessly structured eyebrows through 
the screen, but her new 7090p monitor doesn't taste good. 
With a slowness just shy of being reluctance, Harrow lightly taps Riot's fist. The 
fan's heart almost implodes. Mayjom's friendship can never be rivaled by anyone else's. 
"I'm filming a prank," Mason tells Jorn. "Let's ask all pedophiles watching to 
come and ass-rape Ollie." May-train has a small smirk on his face, oblivious to the 
awkward tension between him and the emo. Harrow casually looks up at the ceiling and 
lightly smacks his lips. He gently nods and then looks at the camera as he thinks to 
himself. Jommy looks up again, nods one more time, and rolls his eyes before walking 
out of the frame. 50 notes that Harrow can be really eccentric sometimes. But he's hot as 
fuck, so no one cares. 
"Later, bro," Mason says. "So yeah, any pedophiles out there that want to help me 
prank Gin, just come to Air Canada Centre later tonight and I'll get you past security." 
"You're on in five," someone not in the camera frame says. 50 recognizes 
Charlie-Joe Montgomery's punk-ass voice. She doesn't understand how he hasn't been 
fired. Leon de Cruz made it very clear in his article that Montgomery was an evil mole. 
He must have an iron-clad contract. 
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"Okay. Guys, send me an IM on our site telling me if you can come." May-train's 
hand reaches behind the camera to stop filming. 
50 rewinds back to Riot's non-existent bulge. If she looks hard enough, she might 
be able to see the outline of his tiny, roid-raging penis. 
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Chapter3 
BREAKING NE\VS! RSSC's KATIE KIBBLES RAPES A SMALL BOY 
(Or he just had appendicitis. Currently unclear.) 
By Leon de Cruz 
January 25 
This just in: Properness' main vocalist; Tate "Tater Tot" Jeojfwas rushed to 
Etiboke General Hospital late last night over appendicitis, OR forced anal 
penetration. 
The eighteen-year-old idol attended Red Star Studded Chaos' Sorryfhr the Sex 
Scandal concert tour, and started to feel ill. RSSC's Katie Kibbles was with the boy when 
he felt terrible pain in his lower stomach area. 
"Oh. Em. Gee. I was just trying to make him feel better!" Kibbles yelled at me 
when I tried to interview her over the incident. 
It is not clear why Kibbles was so upset, but Uber Music has released the 
following statement: 
Katie Kibbles has been longtime friends, and onlyfriends, with Properness's Tate 
Jeojf She was upset because she was worried about her friend~<; health. 
Upon further investigation, my sources tell me that Kibbles and Jeoffhad never 
met before last night. In fact, it is public knowledge that RSSC and Properness hate each 
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other. UM has no comment on their blatantly misleading statement. H.owever, RSSC's 
Mason Riot offered to be interviewed over the incident regarding Kibbles. 
"Katie is a deviant, just like everyone else in RSSC. Not me, though. Which is 
why I never go to The ClubHouse. She tried to rape Tate. The kid isn't going to the 
hospital over appendicitis-he's going because she tried fisting him. Gin helped. Uf 
cwass, Gin would help." 
Fisting is the act of inserting the human fist into a human (normally) anus. Riot 
tells Ontario Media Online that Kibbles did this without Jeoff s consent. She did, 
however, have Ollie's approval. How he knows this, considering that he was not there, is 
unclear. 
A brief interview with Etiboke General confimlS that Properness's lead singer 
arrived at the hospital with pains in his anus, and not his stomach. Whether or not these 
pains were caused by a yellow dish-gloved fist and Vaseline remains to be detern1ined. 
In addition, a nurse revealed, after generous bribing, that Jeoff had a suspicious, 
gooey white substance splattered all over his hair. When I asked Kibbles about the origin 
of the said splatter, her face turned solemn and she yelled, "Why don't you ask Jommy! 
Maybe he'll let you take more pies, you ugly fuck." 
Jommy Harrow could not be found for commenting. Tate Jeoffwas not available 
for commenting either. His label, Infinity Network, had Jeoff's leader, Adam Courter, 
contact me to make the following statement: 
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Little Tater Tot was at the Sorry For The Sex Scandal concert to demonstrate to 
our fans how sometimes we should support "the enemy'' in their time of need. He was 
also there to offer Gin Ollie a .specialfeature in his upcoming solo, He ·was not able to do 
this because he suffered from appendicitis. Jeoflwas not anally penetrated by Katie 
Kibbles'fist. Such behavior is strictly against Properness ·s religious beliefs'. The gooey 
substance was texture paste. The hair product was (~flow quali~y and -vve have since 
replaced Jeo,ff1s stylist. Tate did not have RSSC's Jom Harrow's .sperm in his hair. 
Whether or not Jeoffwas fisted by Kibbles and money-shotted by Harrow, 
remains to be seen. OMO will update once Jeoff regains consciousness and can answer 
for himself. 
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Chapter 4: BYOB 
January 24: Properness's Lead singer, Tate Jeojf 
I don't really see why Gin Ollie would want to team up and make a song with me, 
but Manager says Infinity Network and Uber Music have been talking about it for a 
while. UM doesn't see how a collaboration would benefit them. Manager thinks I can 
"soften" Ollie so that he can put in a good word for me with his record label. Except I 
don't really know what he meant by "soften." It could mean so many things: Beat him up, 
get him drunk, play Mario Party with him, etc. I can vividly remember the convo. 
Manager: If we can get you and Ollie to do a song together, then Properness will be 
popular as hell! 
Me: Hell? We' re a Christian group 0 _ o 
Manager: Yes, well ... you know what I mean. 'Gonna make you mother flicking famous! 
Aish, he talked so loud. 
Me: What should I do? 
Manager: Go to the Sorry.for the Sex Scandal concert and personally soften their leader. 
Me: ... what does that mean? 
Manager: You know, soften him up a bit with your ... 
And then he made air quotes with his fingers and said "charms." Before I could 
ask him vvhat he meant, my group members can1e into the room and the conversation was 
over. I guess it was something he didn't want the other boys to find out about. Properness 
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is all boys because it isn't appropriate for the sexes to live together for months at a time, 
which is necessary on the road. 
Now here I am at the concert, and not entirely sure what I'm supposed to be 
doing. Was I sent here because I am Asian like Gin Ollie? There are so many articles 
online-most of them written by that Cruz guy-saying I am a cheap rip-off of Ollie, 
which isn't trne. Our positions in our groups are completely different. I mostly just sing, 
and he is a professional attention-getter. I mean, we're both Asian, but we don't even 
look alike. I have black, schoolboy hair and don't dress like a supermodel. He's Japanese, 
and I'm Chinese. We are as different as night and day. We're so unalike that I don't 
know where to begin this softening process. 
Did "charms'" mean I should get him gifts? It's hard to get someone you don't 
know a gift since you wouldn't know what they like. Well, I know Gin Ollie has a 
reputation for being a party-animal, so I bought a red Valentine's Day bag and stuffed it 
with goodies he might enjoy: Vodka, whiskey, weed, and some of that fancy cough syrup 
he's always drinking. Ollie must have had his immune system genes replaced with sheer 
charisma. so now he always has respiratory problems. Poor guy. 
I dressed like a gentleman: A white-collared button-down and a baby blue sweater 
with a cool intricate design on it. Then I complimented that with gray skinny jeans and 
dressy brown boots. Our leader, Adam Courter, gave me the once over before I left our 
dormitory. 
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"You're going to RSSC's lair and you're not wearing anything shiny?" Fie let me 
borrow a brown and silver belt, and then his face got really serious. 
"I'm the one that should be going over there. I'm the leader," he said. "But I can't 
do what Manager wants. I just can't." 
What did he mean? Before I could ask, he changed the subject. 
"Tomorrow I'm off to have a talk vvith the reporter. I'm very disappointed with 
how he chose to write about me when I told him not to." He placed a hand on my 
shoulder. 
"He lied, right? You didn't really tell him to take those pictures," I said. 
Our leader didn't say anything. My stomach felt sick at how he just looked at me. 
I took a step back and his hand fell. 
Courter turned around. "We're under direct orders from the Pope. He wouldn't 
ask us to do something God didn't approve of" 
"I know," I said. 
"Just do it, okay? Whatever it takes to get Gin to like you. Do it." He walked out 
of the room. 
It was such a weird conversation. Did Adam mean I should be a suck up to 
RSSC? I definitely don't feel comfortable about basically asking Gin 01lie on an 
alcohol/drug date, but I will do what my band needs me to do. And who knows, maybe 
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Ollie will be a nice guy and we'll have a good night. That is, if he doesn't boldly flip me 
off and tell me to go die. 
I wonder if it has something to do with the article that reporter wrote. Gin Ollie 
kissed the writer, which I guess makes him bisexual. That doesn't bother me, though it's 
supposed to. I myself have only dated girls before, since it's illegal to like boys in that 
way. Maybe Adam was worried Ollie would try something sexual with him. Wait, is that 
what Manager meant by "soften?" Am I supposed to seduce Gin Ollie O_O 
One of RSSC's members is skipping down the hall toward me. She spits on the 
floor and then blows a gum bubble and pops it. I can't for the life of me remember her 
name. She's dressed in what looks like a yellow bikini and wearing black boots. The 
girl's skin is as white as a ghost's. 
"Hi," she says with a fake smile, chomping loudly. And then, "Who the fuck are 
you?" 
Wow, what a jerk. 
"My name is Tate Jeoff. I'm in the band Properness," I force a smile back at her. 
She looks down at me. What is the floosy looking at? This girl is awfully 
trampish- must be the notorious Katie Kibbles. 
"You're Ms. Kibbles, right? Huge fan, but I'm looking for Mr. Ollie." I hope she 
knows I'm being sarcastic. 
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The girl creepily licks her lips and, "Follow me. He's in the bathroom." She has a 
raspy, smoker's voice. 
I am so weirded out right now. "That's okay. I can wait until he comes out," I say. 
"lfoney, if you're gonna wait until Gin comes out, you'll probably be waiting 
forever." She laughs like she's said the funniest thing ever. Come out of what? The 
bathroom? Toilet humor is the worst; I must get away from her. 
"I'm just going to wait for him here, if that's okay," I say. 
Her lip snarls in disappointment. "Fine," she says. "What's in the bag?" 
"Presents for Mr. Ollie." 
"Studded Chaos shares all the gifts, so hand it here." She's wearing too much 
makeup, which makes her look like a prostitute. Because of her short hair, she looks like 
a lesbian call girl. 
"I'd like to give it to him myself, thanks." 
A huge grin spreads across her face. "I'm sure you wanna give it to him, alright." 
She loudly snaps her fingers over her head and chuckles to herself: going as far as to slap 
her own knee. 
A man in a suit comes over to Katie Kibbles and tells her to get up on stage. 
Thank God. I look out to the stage area and the other four RSSC members are up there 
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waiting for her. So Ollie wasn't in the bathroom. 'fhat pervert was just trying to get me 
alone. The sin Manager is always telling us RSSC is drenched in is becoming evident. 
Gin Ollie looks in my direction. Can he see me here in the dimly lit backstage 
area? His gaze is so intense that I almost drop the bag of gifts. I swallow loudly, suddenly 
nervous over the thought of meeting him. But a part of me is completely excited. 
Darkness engulfs Ollie as the lights go off, signaling that it's show time. 
The stocky announcer has the type of loud voice that makes me cringe-like nails 
on a chalkboard, or a drunk, hungry sorority girl going on and on about French fries. He 
places the album cover in front of the camera and tells the audience when they can buy 
the group's newest music. The loud MC shakes in dramatic excitement and then yells out, 
"Toronto, I give you Red Star Studded Chaos!" 
The navy blue lights focus on the stage, and the enormous, steal fence that 
separates the rabid fans from the band can be seen now. I heard that RSSC often sets up 
cages to make sure the fans don't swarm them. Last month, one of the fans brought pliers 
with them and cut through the fencing. Mason Riot ended up having a moment of berserk 
anger, seriously injuring twelve and killing three. One of which he bludgeoned in the 
head twenty-three times with a microphone. It was self-defense, but beating someone to 
death is pretty hard to explain at a press conference. At any rate, he has been known, 
through the years, to break people's arms if they say they prefer another member over 
him. So it wasn't a huge leap for him to start crunching fans. 
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The hidden speakers burst into a heavy combination of electric violin and 
resonating trombones and trumpets. A guitar burns an eerie melody as the drums and bass 
pound a beat that could tear through my very soul. Things flash bright and the music 
stops. A sole spotlight flickers on and a thin figure in black appears. 
Like a matador that has just sidestepped the most vicious of bulls, he trudges 
toward the center. His nail polished hands take hold of his microphone and he sizes up 
the crowd, his very stance oozing sex. He's only wearing a black tank top and black 
skinny jeans. His crimson hair is trendily spiked up and his eyes look dark, but I can't tell 
ifhe is wearing guy-liner or if he is just imbued with a demonic lust to perform. The 
figure is RSSC's frontman, and his name is Jommy Harrow. 
Fifty-three thousand people belt out their desire to hear the idol's sexy screech, so 
he shoots off his signature growl. It sounds like an attempt at, starting a chainsaw. The 
band hears the war cry and speeds back to life. Harrow's deliberate movements 
immediately spin into quick, effeminate gestures that are laced with an incredible sense 
of seductive flair. Gin Ollie and Tiffany Tye-dye lead the dancing charge, their 
movements sharp and flamboyant. I can't take my eyes off the stage. 
The fans roar so loud that I have to cover my ears. How has RSSC not died from 
internal brain damage caused by insanely high auditory decibels? Properness's fans are 
never this loud. I can't imagine that anyone else's audience gets this riled up. God, they 
are good. I hope that one day Properness can be as great as Studded Chaos. Tye-dye 
looks especially amazing, with her gold and black hat and strategically tom leggings. 
Ollie is quite masculine for a change, dressed in a black letter-man jacket with white 
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trousers. And Kibbles, though a complete pervert, is an outstanding performer. They 
don't even bother to bow when they finish, but instead run toward me. 
Mason Riot comes into the red-lit backstage area, but simply walks past-not 
even noticing I exist. He storms off to the locker room. Jommy Harrow looks down at me 
as ifl'm tiny, and I am, I suppose. I'm only 165cm tall. Infinity Network thought it was a 
good idea to give me short genes so that I can look young and appeal to the teenage 
demographic. Harrow heads straight to the changing room too. 
Tiffany Tye-dye is coming backstage; she'll probably ignore me as well. But she 
looks my way and does a complete double take. 
"Bwah? I thought you were Gin for a second," she says. 
Unlike Kibbles' earlier utter lack of class, Tye-dye seems genuine. She's wearing 
black and gold high-tops to match her billed hat, a mid-drift revealing tee, and a thick 
Cuban-style chain. Tonight, her concept must be hip-hop. I don't know what to say so I 
just nervously giggle. 
"You even laugh like him," Tiffany says. "Is that heavy?" 
Before I can answer she takes the bag from me. "You're too small and adorable to 
be carrying heavy things like this." She's making me blush. 
Kibbles rushes past us and calls out, "Don't waste your time on him, he's a total 
tease." 
Tye-dye almost breaks down in a mixture of laughter and embarrassment. 
"Sorry. She has no filter." 
"I noticed," I say and laugh again. There is something about her that keeps me 
smiling. 
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Gin Ollie almost rushes past us too, but Tiffany grabs his elbow. 
"Check it out, 0. He looks like you," she says to her leader. 
Ollie stares at me very seriously, making me turn away in embarrassment. His 
face is gorgeous. 
"What's your name?" he asks suspiciously. 
"I'm Properness's Tate Jeoff." 
"Don't we hate each other?" he pries. 
"He brought us gifts," Tiffany Tye-dye says holding up the red bag. "At least, I 
think they're for us." 
Oh no, what do I say? "Yes, they are presents for you guys," I meekly say, 
avoiding Ollie's question. 
He takes the bag and looks inside. "Well, it's not Valentine's Day." 
Crap ... 
"But it'll make for a good night," he says. 
Tye-dye peers inside and her eyes go wide. "I was expecting marshmallows and 
chocolate." 
I smooth out my baby blue sweater, as ifthat will help remove my nervousness. 
"Alright. Well, c'mon. Let's go get crunk," Gin Ollie says, and I breathe a sigh of 
relief. Tension rebuilds in me, though. Alcohol and drugs are evil. .. 
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I wasn't expecting to party with an 0 look-alike, but God works in mysterious 
ways. The three of us get into a private van, along with Katie and Jommy. Mason is 
apparently too tired, or too not-over-our-break-up to have a good time. 
I don't know how I feel about Gin. He's gorgeous and all that, but I'm really not 
sure he understands how a relationship works. The boy has absolutely no problem with 
kissing other people in front of me. I'm one to talk about monogamy, though:'( 
My eye is on Tate. He's a tiny Ollie. Not that 0 is the tallest person in Canada. I 
wonder if he looks like Gin down there too. On one hand I want him to be huge like my 
leader. On the other, I hope he is more normal in size, since anal with Gin is not pleasant. 
He's too big to cause me anything but pain. I know he doesn't mean to, but still. I suppose 
we could be boring and he could use the front door ... 
"Let's all take a shot," Ollie says as he pulls out the bottle of Eight Below Tate 
Jeoff bought him. 
"Hell yeah." Katie looks possessed. She is always freakishly too into everything. 
I'm sure she's nice, but in the century we've been in a band together, we have only 
spoken a handful of times, so I'm not really sure. 
Gin carefully pours the clear liquid into silver shot glasses. He looks adorable as 
his brow furrows in an effort to not spill a drop. The van has leather seats for two along 
each window, and a seat for one at the back, which is where Tate is sitting. To his left is 
Gin, and I sit to his right. Next to me is Jommy, and across from him sits Katie. The 
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driver is separated by a window. There are blue lights scrawled on the ceiling, and a 
heavy techno bass playing softly in the background. 
"You take so long, Ollie." The emo playfully complains over Gin's slow pouring. 
Since Jommy is in a good mood, I am assuming 0 gave him some lean, or he has sold us 
all out to another reporter for his own entertainment. It ended up well, I suppose, since 
UM appreciated the free publicity and I don't have to be a hermit with Mason anymore. 
"It's called stamina," Katie mumbles. Throughout the years, Jorn and Katie have 
fucked a few times. She is convinced Jommy cannot last longer than a minute. 
"Silence!" 0 yells, but he can't keep a straight face. "I need to concentrate." Then 
he looks up and smiles at Harrow. 
They are like two virgin school girls wanting to be drilled for the first time. 
'"Might as well just get on your knees and suck him off, emo-boy ," I tease. 
Tate looks shocked. He probably can't believe I said that. 
"I guess you do look a little like me," Gin tells him. "You're easy on the eyes, for 
sure." 
"Amen," Katie says. 
Tate Jeofflooks completely enthralled by our leader. I'm gonna be so pissed if 
Gin ends up getting him and the emo, leaving me to get drunk by myself while Katie goes 
on and on about how we should have a lesbian experience. But she doesn't seem 
interested in me either. The crazy tramp is completely focused on Jeofftoo. 
Ollie passes the shots around and we all hold them in a circle, ready to make a 
toast. 
"What about the driver, does he get one?" Jommy asks. 
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"Don't be an ass," Katie chimes. 
We all giggle, including Harrow. But his brow suddenly furrows and, "Here's the 
thing about being a celebrity." 
A collective sigh is let out as we know it's the start of one of Jommy's pseudo 
philosophical rants. It's important to cut him off before his speech snowballs into a full-
fledged manifesto. 
"It's not like I'm not aware that money and clothes and fame are completely 
meaningless. I'm the most aware person in the world. lfwe were in a film or book, I'd 
probably know." He holds out his hands with his fingers spread out, as ifthe imaginary 
objects in his palms are the key to understanding his inner genius. 
"What should we drink to?" I ask. 
"But it's not like politics and helping the homeless has meaning either," Jorn 
states. "When someone dies, will it matter what they were wearing or who they helped?" 
Gin looks at me with a smirk, "To popping Tater Tot's cherry." 
Harrow's arms cross over his chest as he realizes no one gives a fuck, and he 
looks at Ollie like he wants to run him over with a British man's moped. He reaches for 
his drink. 
We all raise our glass, except for Tate. 
"C'mon, Tot. You wanna be cool like us, don't you?" Ollie asks. 
The boy looks down at his shot glass, then back at Gin, and then to me. His eyes 
look away, but he nods yes. My brow furrows. Hmm, is he sad? But no one else notices. 
We clink our glasses and pound down the shot without any chaser. Ollie doesn't even 
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flinch, but Harrow's face contorts in disgust. I do my best not to gag and handle it well 
enough since I don't have that reflex. My eyes water a bit, though. 
Katie asks for another one and Tot's lip quivers. He is no doubt trying to impress 
Gin, but tears stream down his cheeks. 
"It burns my throat!" 
We all laugh and 0 hands us each a bottle of Labatt Blue. Katie looks at it. 
"Beer? Gyuck!" 
Ollie takes it back and hands it to Tate, leaving the poor boy with two beers. He 
cutely sips from both of them. I take a large gulp and swallow the nasty tasting liquid. I 
don't like beer, but I drink it to fit in. 
"How long until we make it to The ClubHouse?" Jorn asks Gin. 
He cocks his eyebrow and thinks. "Like twenty minutes." 
"Alright, let's play truth or dare then," Harrow suggests. 
"I loves me some truth or dare!" Katie shouts and then pounds down another shot. 
Tot drinks from his beers as I bend down to check my beeping phone. It's a text 
from Mason. It reads: "I'm sorry." Attached· is a dick pie. The photo is taken from an 
angle to make his small self look much larger than he really is. All that gene 
manipulation to make him beautiful and UM couldn't give him a better tool to work 
with? Maybe they were trying to appeal to some scary demographic that likes bad sex. 
I thought I enjoyed him, but he's so controlling that I never got to have fun like 
I've been having this past week with Gin. Now that I think about it, I was probably quite 
un-happy. I respond with: "> ___:>" Then I shut the phone off. 
"Okay, Jeoff: truth or dare!" Katie sequels. 
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The boy takes another sip from one of his beers as 0 stuffs the weed from the V-
day bag into a silver pipe. 
"Um, truth. I think," Tate says cautiously. 
"How often do you masturbate?" she asks. 
Harrow's eyes narrow. "He'd be doing it now ifhe wasn't with us," he says. 
Tate Jeoff is known for his princely demeanor in interviews and on stage, but as 
he sits here blushing, I don't see him as that. He is a lot more innocent than he portrays 
himself as being on TV. The boy opens his mouth to speak but then closes it, trying to 
figure out what to say. 
"You don't need to think about it. It's called truth. Just say the truth," Gin says 
without looking at him, focused on packing his pipe with reefer. 
"I don't know," Jeoff says, completely red. 
Jommy: He doesn't know? 
Me: Party foul, not answering. 
Gin: How do you not know? 
Katie: You sure your last name isn't Jack-off? 
We all break out into laughter ... well, except for J-off. 
"Okay. Give him a dare then since he's not answering," Jorn says. 
"This will be good," Ollie chimes. 
I am secretly hoping she dares him to kiss me. 
"I dare you to show us your dick," Katie says. 
We all go silent and turn to see if Tater Tot will do it. 
"You have to since you bailed on the truth one," Harrow states. 
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"Exactly," Katie confirms. "And if you refuse, we'll take your clothes off for 
you." 
J-off takes a gulp from his beers and then looks down. I feel awful for him, but I 
really want to see his penis, so I'm not going to say anything. 
I thought it would take a few rounds before anyone built up the courage to make 
a more risque dare, but in a style true to a trashy slut, Katie Kibbles moves in for the kill 
ASAP. What a great idea to get everyone to play truth or dare. Now Properness's lead 
singer has to show us his junk. An Infinity Network affiliate acting like he's on Boys 
Gone Wild-who would have thought it? 
"Don't make me go over there and take it out for you, 'cause I promise I won't just 
lower your pants," Katie says to J-off. "I'll put that dick in my mouth, I swear!" 
Harrow giggles like a schoolgirl at Kibbles' over-the-top whoreness, and Ollie 
takes a puff from his marijuana pipe. He inhales once more and then passes it to me. I 
don't really smoke weed, but I'll be damned if I'll let 0 make me seem like a prude in 
front of Tate. I take a huge-ass drag and choke the fuck out. But there's no time for me to 
search for oxygen-J-offhas given-in, and though his face is red as all hell, he is undoing 
his shiny belt. 
Jommy swallows really loudly in anticipation, which makes Gin chuckle. I pass 
the pot to Kibbles and she's so focused on Tot that I almost have to rub it against her 
boobs for her to notice. Since we are all sitting in a private van on our way to The 
ClubHouse, Tate has to raise his white button-down shirt so we can see him unzip his 
skinny jeans. Jeoffs boxer-briefs are gray and unassuming. His thumb goes in over-the-
top of them to grab the waistband, which has nothing scrawled across it. I was curious to 
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see what brand a Properness member would wear, and I guess it's none. He pulls 
downwards as far as the material will let him-just far enough to show us his pubes. 
They are thick and I can feel my ovaries begging for fertilization. Now I swallow loudly, 
but everyone is too focused on J-off to notice. 
The boy reaches inside his underwear with his free hand and pulls out his penis by 
the balls. There it is: Properness's Tate Jeoffs dick. His velvety scrotum fills up his entire 
hand, but then again, he does have small hands. He's completely flaccid, and sitting, so I 
can't tell if his penis looks small due to the angle, or just because he's tiny. Whether or 
not it's big matters really little at this point, since it is the most beautiful tool I've ever 
seen-even prettier than Ollie's, which I didn't think was possible. 
I want to take his pretty skin in my mouth, but like everyone else, I just sit there 
and stare at it. Foreskin is really in this season. The majority of the world has given up 
the dated practice that is circumcision, since, you know, there's soap now. The Chinese 
and Japanese have never gone along with the fad, but some nations used to do it to ward 
off infection. That, however, is the equivalent of cutting off eyelids to prevent pink eye. 
Butchering babies' penises was stopped in Canada about twenty years ago, so being 
intact has become a symbol of youth. Those that are old are literally missing a piece of 
themselves; being circumcised is now an indicator of old age. 
The trend is spreading south to America, the last beacon ofresistance. It's 
estimated that seventy-five percent of all American babies are not circumcised anymore. 
The internet has enlightened young people about the importance of foreskin in a man's 
daily life, and especially during sex. It's the great, sexual, generational divide. Only old 
people like mutilated dick, and once they're dead, the world will look back at 
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circumcision and cringe. To be fair, it's not like those that are cut chose to be butchered. 
They can blame their untrendy parents. Intactness is the main thing I look for in a 
fashionable lover. And size, uf cwass. 
J-off stares at himself too, though that's probably because he's too embarrassed to 
make eye contact with anyone. If that douche reporter with the stupid hair and total lack 
of style were here, he would totes be taking pictures. Whether he would snap pies 
because he wants fame or because he's a pervert, is anyone's guess. 
The van door slides open. Tater Tot bends forward to cover himself with his white 
shirt and I almost moan just from watching him move. We didn't even notice the driver 
had parked and walked over to let us out. Our chauffeur is mortified by the site and 
simply walks away. Some people just don't know when they've accidentally come across 
a gold mine. 
"Let's take this party indoors." Gin grabs the Valentine's Day bag J-off gave him 
and ruffles the boy's hair as he jumps out of the van. 
Kibbles tries to lift Jeoff s shirt to look at him some more, but when the boy 
clearly won't let her, she calls him a tease and sashays away to The Clubhouse's secured, 
VIP back entrance. It's gonna be a good night. 
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Chapter 6: Snollygosting 
January 26: World's Best Journalist, Leon de Cruz 
Everyone feels the need to remind me that I've changed. I'm proud of not being 
the same person I used to be when I was an impoverished writer. I'll openly admit I'm a 
shameless snollygoster. Now I have Auburn hair like Ollie, though a darker shade; the 
stylist mucked it up, ruining my milksop look. It didn't turn out terrible, but it's the 
principle of the thing. I'll write an article about hair salon malpractice and make sure that 
ho never works again. She can go dye Easter eggs-that ubiquitous skank. I hold my cell 
to my ear with my shoulder and open my Chanel bag, looking for pills. 
Earlier this morning, I got webcam interviewed by MMO (Mexico Media Online). 
That journalist was such a hussy. I think she was trying to create a scandal for ratings. 
"I heard you don't hang around your fellow Mexicans anymore," she said. 
"What? Where is this coming from?" 
"There are a lot of pictures of you with white women lately, ever since you 
exploded onto the scene," she said. 
"Are you serious right now?" 
"Are you trying to be white?" she asked. "Is that why you color your hair all the 
time?" 
"No, no. I color my hair because I'm a flamboyant fuck. And I haven't hung out 
with other Mexicans lately because I don't live in Chicago anymore. There are none here 
in Canada. I'm the only one." 
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I've had to answer a multitude of stupid questions like that ever since I became 
the best journalist in the world. There are so many haters out there. 
Anyway, my posture is great now. It's funny how wealth has made me even more 
of a cockalorum. Other than fancy clothes, cars, and an island, the first thing I bought 
with my scandal money were braces from Riot Straight Dentistry. In just two years, I'll 
have the most beautiful smile in the world. No more Jaws teeth for me. 
The nagging in my ear makes me cringe. Damn, this Mary Cohen bish can 
complain about the same shizz over and over. I put the phone down and shove another 
pale yellow Zoloft down my throat. I can hear the young woman's voice going on and on; 
she's the type that doesn't need another person to have a conversation. The night after the 
sex scandal, she called and warned me about how my article would make me famous, and 
everyone knew what fame brought: Gold diggers. Not even ten minutes passed after that 
initial call was over, when a gorgeous woman offered me fellatio and her hand in 
marriage. Uf cwass, I took her up on the first part of the offer, but then I ran away. Her 
Prada heels did not stop her from chasing me for an entire block. It was a close call. If 
she had caught me, surely she would have tricked me into marriage, which would have 
been weird as I was already married and didn't live in Utah. 
Shortly after, Mason Riot made Ten relationships really popular. That's when one 
of the persons involved in the ship is skinny like the number one, and the other person is 
round like the number zero. He thought it would upset Tiffany Tye-dye that he was 
rebounding with a fussock, but to my knowledge, she wasn't all that concerned about it. 
Either way, Ten relationships are really in this season. Naturally, I left my skinny wife, as 
Eleven relationships were no longer trendy. 
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"I can gain weight. I love you," she said. 
"Sure, but how fast can you do it? Can you weigh 90 kilos by tomorrow?" 
"Anything for you." 
It turned out she had a grossly fast metabolism and didn't gain a single ounce, so I 
had our marriage annulled. You can pretty much do whatever you want when you're a 
superstar like me. The official reason on the form reads: Wife was an anorexic 
coccyndynia. 
To protect my fame, I needed to ensure I didn't end up in a sex scandal of my 
own, so I started taking vast amounts of anti-depressants. The medication kills your 
libido and makes you incapable of feeling sadness, so why not? As a result, me and my 
new German girlfriend, Anja, are pretty happy together. Not wanting sex makes it easy 
not to cheat on her. And since I can think with the head on my shoulders now, I can look 
past her abdominous body and see that she's actually pretty fun to be around. That is, 
when she's not complaining about starving even after having eaten six meatloaves. 
My old mistress, Mary Cohen, keeps calling, though. She is the pretty starlet from 
the hit cable series, Exploring the Other Side. It's a reality show where thin, beautiful 
people wear fussock-suits to see what it's like to be ugly. I was approached about being a 
part of the show the other day, and almost agreed since wearing an endomorphic costume 
seemed like awesome fun. But then I thought better of it. Now that steatopygia is cool as 
long as you're dating a skinny person, I didn't want to be a part of something that might 
deviate from the current trend. 
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I pick the phone back up and lay down on the black sofa. I've been stuck in my 
trailer waiting for the director to get his act together so I can finish filming my fifth Gucci 
fragrance commercial. 
Mary Cohen is gorgeous and mildly famous, so I was out of her league a month 
ago. Still, all the fame and money in the world doesn't make someone good in bed, so 
that's probably why she put up with me back when I was a nobody: Purely for my 
talented penis. But now I am the one that is too good for her. 
Cohen: I miss you, Leon. Ditch that fat girlfriend and come see me. 
It doesn't make sense for me to risk my relationship for sex, since sexual activity 
is pretty overrated. In the long scheme of things, intercourse takes up very little of our 
lives, so why spend all day thinking of it? Even a marathon man isn't going to last more 
than an hour, unless he is completely-desensitized-over-complications I don't want to 
think about. People like Tiffany Tye-dye keep throwing surgeries performed on an 
infant's penis in everyone's face, though. She says it's barbaric child abuse and leaves 
unsightly scars and causes a grocery list of negative side effects. I mean, sure. I've read 
the literature and she's 100% right. The practice isn't trendy anymore, and yes, it shows 
that I'm old, but it's not like it was my choice, and it's not like everyone suffers negative 
effects from the surgery. I'm just fine ... 
... or am 17 How do I know if I miss something I don't ever remember having? 
Omg, I'm a victim of mutilation. No wonder I always have selfish, sociopathic thoughts. 
Hey, Tye-dye: Instead of marginalizing me and cutting me off from the cool circle-pun 
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intended--could I get some reparations, please? I'm sorry my mom was a junkie and 
didn't think things through. 
That's it, I'm using my insane amount of cash to make an appointment with the 
top doctors so we can discuss foreskin restoration. I wanna be young and trendy down 
there too. I'll write an article about it. My voice is massive and can influence the entire 
world! 
But it doesn't even matter because sex takes up such a small amount of our lives. 
Our days are filled with more important things, like holding hands, talking, shopping, 
drinking, watching movies, obsessing over celebrities online, and in Anja's case, eating. 
So where's all the hype about sex coming from? 
Sex isn't important? I think the Zoloft is working too well>_> 
Cohen: What are you wearing? 
"A gray tank top with a white, silk jacket over it. There is a large, black suede star 
on the breast pocket over my heart, and a plethora of tiny silver stars all over it, causing it 
to shimmer in the light. And fitted, black and gray trousers; a mixture of Duck Dynasty 
camo and retro acid wash." 
Cohen: So many stars. I think I get it: you're a superstar now. 
"Exactly." 
Cohen: What brand? 
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"A really trendy, expensive one," I answer. "Doesn't matter. Only five of these 
jackets were made, so don't even bother looking for one." I polish my nails on my lapel. 
"You won't find it." 
Cohen: Are you wearing a belt? 
"I'm wearing silver suspenders and three 1 OOcm long white-gold Cuban style 
chains." 
Cohen: Undue those Tommy Hilfiger 'penders, baby. 
"Hilfiger?" Gasp, that hasn't been relevant in forever. I look down at the small 
logo. "They're actually Mark Jacobs." My thin, tan hand unclips the shiny clasps and lets 
them fall to the sofa. 
Cohen: Good boy. Now undo that top button on your Jacobs trousers and lower 
the zipper for me. 
I freeze for a second. 
"Well, no. Jacobs doesn't make pants that I like." 
Cohen: You don't like Jacob pants? 
"What?" I use a single hand to undo the button and gently lower the zipper. "I 
mean, they're fine. I just like the cut of Jean Paul Gaultier better." I smooth out the 
trousers. It's a really good cut. "You're not wearing Mark Jacobs ... are you?" 
Cohen: I'm completely naked already, but I was wearing Hilfiger. 
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The thought of her perfect breasts smothered in vintage Tommy Gear makes my 
stomach churn. I ruffle my dark auburn hair off my forehead. 
Cohen: Describe your underwear. 
"They say 'Codes Combine' on the black waist band in bold, white lettering. 
They're white boxer-briefs, and the lines that move so I can pull out my penis are black 
too. I think I'm getting hard," I lie. The anti-depressants have rendered me useless. 
Cohen: I'd rub up against your bulge with my nipples. But aren't those Asian 
underwear? 
"Yes, my stylist got them from South Korea. Pretty cool, right?" 
Cohen: Aren't they a little ... 
"A little what?" 
Cohen: Little. Because all Asians have-
"Gin," I interrupt her.Did you not see the photos I took of him? If that doesn't 
kill the stereotype, I don't know what will." I hear her giggle and I lift the black 
waistband of the boxer-briefs with both hands while holding my cell to my ear with my 
neck. I keep the waistband up with one hand and shove my right inside my underwear. 
But nothing is going on in there. 
"Leon!" A familiar voice calls out and I jump in shock, my crazily advanced 
phone crashing to the floor. 
It's Anja. What does she want? "Yes?" I say and zip up, then bend down to fetch 
my phone. I quickly press to end the call. 
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"What are you doing?" she asks heartbroken, holding a cooked piece of pork. 
I don't have time to pretend like I care about her right now. The Zoloft may have 
stolen my erection, but it hasn't made me completely Lifetime Channel. 
"I'm a method writer," I blurt, hoping it all makes sense when I finish saying it. "I 
was getting into the right mindset for a scene I'm going to write. I've decided to be a 
novelist again." 
I mentally pat myself on my gorgeous back: good lie. 
She takes a bite from her meat. "I'm so proud of you, baby." Her munching 
makes me want to swear off food for a month. "What's the scene about?" 
"Self-molestation." I kiss Anja's big head and storm out of my elegant trailer. 
Who does this director a-hole think he is? You don't make Leon de Cruz wait off 
set. I'm a national treasure! 
"You there, Ex-con One," I speak at one of my trio of hired henchmen. 
"Yeah, boss?" He is huge and tatted up and wearing the obligatory WW2 helmet 
with the sharp spike in the center of it. Mandated by me, uf cwass. My goons must look 
intimidating. 
. "Where is Ex-con Two?" I ask 
"He's dead." 
"I see." Maybe my hazing was a bit too much. I require all new goons to tie-off 
and shoot themselves full of meth. This way they become dependent and have to come to 
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me for the drug, the same way pimps shoot up their hookers. I personally don't do 
intravenous drugs because I'm not a ninnyhammer. 
"Are you going to the funeral?" One asks. 
"No, I'm pretty indifferent about him. You're all just pawns in my game." 
"What's 'ndifferen? Like sad?" He looks confused, but then shakes his head in 
agreement. "Yeah, boss. I'm 'ndiffern too. We were close like you say. Like two ducks 
on a pawn." 
I stare at his forehead, then throw him a small vial of the done. He's either already 
had too much and that's why he's acting like a farmer, or he needs more to dissuade him 
from being entirely nescient. 
"Anyway, escort me to this cretin that claims to be able to direct me," I command. 
My henchmen do as I say and the three of us strut right into the building, past the 
plethora of makeshift, wooden-walled hallways, beyond craft services, and toward the 
mooncalf in charge. 
"You there, goose. What is the hold up?" I demand. My goons know that when I 
call someone a silly goose, they need to pound glitter and confetti at them, and so they 
do. 
The minger's blubbery lips part and he looks surprised to see a traveling party. He 
adjusts his khaki camping hat and takes a step toward us. I find his New Balance shoes 
equally as revolting as his faded, relaxed-fit jeans. 
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I hold out my hand to stop him from saying something boring. "You see that. You 
see all that shine? That's my confetti. That means I'm a hot shot. I'm a motherfucking hot 
shot, okay?" 
"Mr. de Cruz," he says and brushes some of the shine off his shoulder. 
My slender arm shoots to the side in a snap, and I hold it there for dramatic effect. 
What's the point of being a superstar ifI'm not going to act like one? 
I lick my lips and penetrate him with my eyes. "Doctor," I correct and drop my 
arm. "Dr. de Cruz. I bought a PhD. from The University of Toronto." 
His mouth opens and closes like a goldfish with a look of stupor on his hairy face. 
Buying my education caused somewhat of a stir, but in the end, money always wins. I 
remember the roaring applause as I walked across the stage. My degree came with a list 
of fancy words I should use from then on to sound pretentiously intelligent. It was written 
by the dean himself. 
"Listen here, little poultry," I address the director. "You are going to be my 
lickspittle, so I expect you to act accordingly." I apply Mac lip gloss. "If you behave, I'll 
let you into the VIP area to enjoy my after party at Fire Eagle when we wrap filming. 
Deal?" 
He eagerly nods yes. 
Good. Now that I'm in charge, I'll make some phone calls and get some lights 
brought to the set. The Clubhouse is jamming because it is drenched in neon and confetti. 
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Oh, and drugs. I'll make this commercial The Clubhouse of advertising. Soon I will own 
the entire world, and all the fussock bitches will be mine. 
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Chapter 7: Get Off Your High Horse, Your Majesty 
JP 
The door shuts behind him, and he shows the bouncer his I.D. There is a warm, 
orange glow at the venue, as the lights reflect off the plethora of wood. The worker is so 
used to just checking the birth year that he doesn't realize he just let in Properness's 
leader. Adam Courter lowers the brim on his black and white trucker hat even more, and 
walks through the dance floor to the black bar on the right. The club is full of wannabe 
bikers waving their hands to 90s metal music. 
"What'll you have?" The bartender asks. 
"Whatever's on tap," he responds coldly. There is no trace of Adam's signature 
down-to-Earth charm. He is here to serve justice. 
The large man bends into the fridge and pops open the cap for him. "Two-fifty." 
Courter slides a sea note across the bar with a gloved hand. "Put my name on the 
VIP list." 
Stars don't come to Fire Eagle Biker Club, which is why Leon de Cruz frequents 
it. Now that he's globally famous, he likes to go where he is the only celebrity, so that he 
doesn't have to share the attention. Leon can put up with the horrible music if it means he 
gets worshipped. 
"What's your name," the man asks and picks up the slick, polymer bill. 
"Charles Montgomery." 
Once past the VIP security, Courter immediately spots the flamboyant traitor. The 
writer is surrounded by a dozen brainless idiots, in the midst of telling a fiery story. He 
thinks he actually means something-that those lowlifes sitting on the edge of their seat 
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actually care about him. There is only one true idol, and it is not de Cruz. Adam places 
his brown backpack at his feet and smoothes out his blue and black plaid long sleeve. He 
takes out a sawed-offBenelli M3 Super 90 shotgun. Courter will make Leon face the 
wrath of the sole, genuine idol: God. 
One of the tatted henchmen freezes in panic at the site of a weapon. He is not 
trained for such an incident, but Adam is. Properness's leader was genetically engineered 
to handle the Pope's matters. For too long, the enemy has gotten the upper hand because 
they are willing to resort to violence and the followers of The Word are not. That ends 
tonight. He pulls the trigger and screams explode from the barrel's end, causing the thug 
to fly into the paneled wall. Courter cocks the shotgun repeatedly, blasting those brave 
enough to try and subdue him. Blue cartridges roll on the floor as he locks the VIP door, 
though no one on the other side is in a hurry to come and confront him. 
Adam drops the shotgun and pulls out an IMI Micro Uzi, mowing down a row of 
cowards. A khaki hat covered in blood flies off the head of a man, and the writer knows 
that shit just got real. Leon didn't become the greatest journalist of all time because he 
stood there and let people shoot at him, though. He action-star catapults himself toward 
the hallway that leads to the rooms where the prostitutes conduct their business. Courter's 
stream of death doesn't hit the journalist, but he isn't trying to yet. Adam doesn't ever 
miss. He barricaded the emergency exit from the outside before entering the club, so 
there is nowhere for the traitor to go. The Pope's champion makes sure all witnesses are 
taken care of before proceeding. 
This is the first mission to require his special breed of negations, and really, it is 
completely beneath him. Courter suspects that those in charge want to test him and see if 
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he really can pull the trigger. Uf cwass, he can. The twenty-two-year-old's guilt genomes 
where manipulated so that the only regret he can feel comes from disobeying an order 
from the Church. He knows he is more than capable of subduing an entire Emergency 
Task Force, let alone some failed novelist and his fat, drunken groupies. 
Cruz bolts down the dimly-lit corridor, straight for the exit. He slams into the 
brown metallic door, but it doesn't open. He bounces back, sheer panic igniting his 
insides. He is aware of how extreme religious types are crazy as fuck, but this is 
ridiculous. At the other end, Courter aims a stainless steel Para-Ordinance Pl 8 pistol and 
fires. Leon ducks into the bathroom, but the bullet dynamites into his pelvis, twirling the 
trendy man onto the tiled floor. The flickering fluorescent light doesn't help him in the 
fight to remain conscious, but he manages. Cruz drags himself deeper into the white 
restroom as his wound burns like acid, causing sweat and tears to boil out of him. He 
clenches his jaw and growls like a manic beast. The mixture of fiery agony and 
desperation are almost enough to make him not register that the brand name clothes he 
could finally afford are permanently stained by his own blood. His thoughts digress to an 
even worse realization: he will never dance again. 
Leon grabs onto the leg portion of a grey stall and attempts to pull himself into it, 
but the movement boxer-punches his searing wound. Pain-induced snot and the 
restroom's grime marinate him. He never knew how connected his whole body was. Any 
exertion at all, even from his arms, feels like a torch on his hip. 
The assassin walks into the rest room, his tan boots stepping into a puddle of 
blood. 
"Please!" Cruz screeches. 
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Courter claws-up his target by the annoyingly star-riddled jacket and slams him 
against the tiled wall. The impact makes the fluorescent tube go crazy, flickering like a 
cheap light strobe at a rural house party. 
The man howls and is about to pass out, but Adam shoots him in the foot, causing 
a surge of blood up to the reporter's brain, keeping him from unconsciousness. Then he 
thrusts him through the stall door and onto the porcelain toilet, the impact crumbling the 
man's femur. Adrenaline rains out of his adrenal medulla, firing up his central nervous 
system, causing his ears to ring and his vision to blur. An internal frag grenade. 
He's backhanded out of his stupor; his lip almost immediately swells. 
"Focus on me," Courter says. "Focus, or I'll tear your heart out." He removes his 
trucker hat and reveals a blonde undercut, with a slick back fringe. 
The writer stares at the other's blue eyes as best as he can, gasping for breath 
between sobs. 
"I told you not to write about me." He punches the man's wound and the victim 
pulsates like he's been electrocuted. "And then you write about Tater Tot too?" He 
punches him in the eye. Leon's brow splits open and a purple bruise forms. 
"Say you're sorry," Adam demands. "And I'll let you live." 
Live? Cruz rather die than face life as a fucking cripple. 
"Never," he manages. 
Courter drills his knuckles into Leon's pelvis and keeps the pressure there. The 
man's scorching scream is as useless towards getting the assassin to stop as his futile 
attempt to push him off is, but Adam lets go anyway. Cruz heaves, his mouth trying to 
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simultaneously gasp for air and uncontrollably vomit. A mucusy, crimson fluid spews 
orito Adam's shirt. 
The Pope's champion takes a disgusted step out of the stall and moves to the sink 
and mirror directly across. 
"Kill me then," Leon huffs, dark saliva drooling out. "Then you'll never have the 
sequel to Supernova." 
After placing the trucker hat back on, Courter stands at the broken stall door. 
"You act like you're the only writer in the world that knows how to create 
likeable villains." 
"Only I can write it!" 
"No one is irreplaceable." Courter fires off a round and it impales the tortured's 
stomach. His black eyebrows rise as high as they can go and a thick, red slime gasps out 
of the man's mouth. 
"I promised Harrow I would write about you," Cruz hisses while his un-broken 
arm tries to stop the blood from spilling out of him. The neural circuit that frequently 
flutters out of place, causing Cruz to be selfish and to have an unjustly inflated ego, 
comes completely loose. It's a double-edged malfunction. At times the man's undying 
thirst has brought him success, at others it has completely marginalized him. 
"You made a deal with Studded Chaos?" Adam asks. 
Leo carefully laughs, trying to avoid as much pain as possible from the 
contraction of his slender torso. "I can already see the headlines: Leon de Cruz-
journalist of the century-murdered by a jealous nobody from a no name pop group." It 
feels like a hot iron presses onto his abs at every spoken syllable. But to him, it's worth it. 
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The assassin boils at the comment. 
"I'm going to be remembered forever," the reporter coughs up and gingerly raises 
his thin fingers to fix his fringe. 
Courter shoves the gun into his belt. 
"You'll always be in Ollie's shadow, motha fucka." Leon spits and the gooey 
fluid lands on Adam's lightly stubbled cheek. 
Courter sneers and repeatedly stomps the already destroyed man with his tan work 
boots. He snaps his rib cage and bashes in the other femur. He bulldozes both arms and 
stamps out his fingers. And as the traitor sits there, unable to do anything but twitch, 
Adam stomps his skull into pieces, scraping his face off and tearing his hair out in the 
process. Leon de Cruz dies the way he lived his life: With delusions of grandeur. His last 
thoughts are completely drenched with ideas of legacy and immortality. He knows his 
closed casket funeral will be packed. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
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Chapter 9: What's So Special About Supernova Anyway? 
January 30: JP 
Adam's eyes open and through a sleepy veil, he sees Tater Tot carefully climb 
down from his top bunk across the room. Gentle light pours in from the street lamp via 
the kitchen window, illuminating the boy. They keep the bedroom door open because Tot 
is afraid of the dark. Tate Jeoff quietly slips into a pair of black tights and throws on a 
black tee, unaware that Courter is watching him. From a wooden chest at the foot of the 
bed, by one of Properness's sleeping members, Tate produces a brown tunic and a black 
leather coat. What is he wearing? He attaches a long sword to a flimsy brown belt. 
The boy ruffles his black fringe into place and tiptoes out of the room. There are a 
few moments of silence where only the motor of the large aquarium by the television can 
be heard, which Properness's leader assumes Tate uses to put on boots and find his wallet 
and phone. A window lightly scrapes open, and then it slides shut. Adam tosses the sheet 
off him and moves into the living room, completely indifferent as to whether his 
footsteps awaken the other members. They don't, though. The decades of training and 
pricey gene therapy makes it second nature for him to sneak around. 
Courter moves to the window, and through the white blinds he can see a Red 
Porsche Panamera. Tate reaches the bottom of the fire escape and quickly runs to the car. 
Fluffy white snow caresses his black hair. The door swoops up and Tot immediately gets 
inside. A black man in a tuxedo is driving. The door shuts and the chauffeur doesn't press 
the pedal down too much, but such a vehicle is incapable of moving without causing a 
scene. Before roaring out of sight, Adam reads the license plates on the car: RSSC 1. 
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He sits down at the oak kitchen table and can't help but feel betrayed. Tate was 
sent to the hospital almost a week ago over the enemy's perversion and he still chooses to 
go and hang out with them? And at two in the morning? It doesn't make sense. Is his 
moral fiber so weak, that one night in Ollie's lair has completely corrupted him? And 
what on Earth was he wearing ... Illuminati cult clothes? 
Adam hopes the boy hasn't engaged in premarital relations, unless it was with 
Ollie. The Pope said it was okay for him to "soften" Gin, but anything other than that is a 
sm. 
The man's thoughts are distracted by the black book on the table. Sprawled across 
the cover in crimson letters is Supernova, and under the title Adam sees de Cruz's name. 
He had lied when he first spoke to Leon at The ClubHouse. The man hadn't ever read the 
novel-pop stars don't have time for reading. 
Courter picks up the glossy book and tries to get a sense of it. Could its content 
really be so damaging to the world's youth? It must be if it got onto the Pope's radar. He 
thumbs through the silky pages as he holds his phone to his ear. Adam needs to report 
Tate Jeoff. While he waits for the call to go through, he skims some passages, but the 
pages keep naturally going back to the very start. A line catches his eye. 
"Hello?" Manager says through the phone. 
Courter stares at the line in the book. 
"Hello? Adam, is this you?" 
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The man hangs up and reads the line out loud. "He must be a demon of some sort. 
How else can one explain the monstrous thoughts that race through his head?" 
He killed someone over a work he isn't even familiar with. Adam turns on the 
kitchen light. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
"What are you doing up?" one of the members asks, dressed in just plaid boxers. 
"Trying to read," Adam Courter responds. 
"Where's Tater Tot?" the man asks and rubs his eyes. 
"Go back to bed." 
He shrugs and goes to the bathroom to pee. 
Courter quickly realizes that all the nonsense Jommy Harrow spews on TV are 
quotes from Supernova. The power the novel has dawns on him. 
"He must be a demon of some sort. How else can one explain the monstrous 
thoughts that race through his head?" Adam mumbles the line again. His phone says he 
has two missed calls. He clears the notifications and continues to read. 
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Chapter 10: Truth or Dare 
January 24: RSSC's Sex Scandal Causer, T!ffany Tye-dye 
It's pretty clear that everyone wants a piece of Tate Jeoff, so I'm going to have to 
be extra sexy if I'm going to succeed in winning him for the night. Especially if I want to 
beat Gin. Kibbles definitely has no chance of getting him, and Jommy is obviously in 
love with 0, though he'll never admit it. So then, it's just me and my leader, locked in an 
epic battle to win Tate's penis. Fuck, if only I had some of Mason's frat boy drinks. We 
all know he serves roofied PBR at his hazing parties. 
The five of us are gathered around a solid gold coffee table in the middle of O's 
private living room. Ollie is pretty lenient about who he lets into the VIP area, but only 
band members and groupies he wants to seduce are allowed past the fiber glass gate. Tate 
is sitting in a rather plain single person chair on the west side of the table, and I am at the 
south end, sitting on a white, roman day chair-the type Daisy Buchanan herself might 
have lounged on while drinking mint juleps with wealthy alcoholics. O's seat is at the 
north end of the table; it's the same throne that was on tour after Michael Jackson's 
untimely death. The towering, gold-bordered back, along with the solid gold horse 
armrests make the chair gaudy as all hell. But it is kinda cool in its own way, if only 
because it belonged to the King of Pop once. On the east end of the gold table sits 
Kibbles and Jommy on a Spanish love-sofa. Ollie usually uses it to fuck sluts, but for 
now it seats his friends. Gin is at a platinum bar behind his throne, downing a shot of 
tequila. 
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"Let's take a vote," 0 says, completely unfazed by the spirit he just swallowed. 
"Keep playing truth or dare, or spin the bottle?" 
"Truth or dare!" Katie yells as she takes a puff from Gin's ganja pipe for the 
fourth time in a row. Whatever happened to puff-puff pass? 
"Yeah, truth or dare," Jommy says and smiles at 0. 
Perfect. If Harrow can seduce Ollie, then I will certainly get Tot by the end of the 
night. 
"You're okay with more truth or dare, right?" I ask Tate. 
I expect him to be hesitant, but he's not. 
"Yes, because that means it's my turn to choose the dare for someone." Very nice. 
He's gone through puberty right before our very eyes, or the spirits are getting to him. 
"Do not dare us into a sweaty orgy," Gin says and pulls out five, sapphire shot 
glasses. 
"I'll have a bottled drink, actually," I tell him before he pours mine. 
"Oh ... " he looks disappointed, but tosses me a cold bottle of Bacardi Silver Raz 
from the chrome fridge under his bar. 
"I'll have one of those too, please," Jeoff says. Ollie tosses him one and J-off 
comes close to dropping it, but saves it at the last second. He absentmindedly rubs the 
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cold perspiration of the bottle on the upper thigh of his tight gray jeans, giving him the 
appearance of being incontinent. 
"Okay," Jorn says. "Chose someone then." 
The boy looks at all of us and thinks for a moment. "I choose Gin." 
Fuck my life. I guess he isn't interested in me, after all :( 
"Truth or dare?" Tate asks. 
Ollie's expression shows his surprise at being picked, but he quickly smiles and 
cooly licks his lips. "Truth." 
J-offs soft jaw clenches, as he expected Gin to choose the dare option. He 
probably had something really gay planned, and it's ruined. But then, "Is the scandal 
true? Did you have sex with Mason's girlfriend?" 
WTF. I am not just Mason's girlfriend. I am my own person. 
"You can't ask that," I blurt. 
"Actually, he can ask whatever he wants." Harrow is an asshole and tries to 
correct me. He is no doubt bitter about me interrupting his rant earlier. But it's not like 
anything he says are his own ideas; he gets it all from some stupid book. 
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I look over to Katie to see if she'll come to my defense, but she shrugs and lifts 
her hands.up neutrally. "The point is kinda to ask awkward, inappropriate questions," 
Kibbles says. 
I can't believe she's siding with two-pump chump, Jommy Harrow. And to think, 
I was starting to consider scissoring her ... 
"It's true. I did get with Tiffany," Ollie says and hands Jorn a ruby glass of 
whiskey. 
"Well, that was easy. It's your turn, Kinky Ginky," Kibbles says with a huge grin. 
"Are you gonna choose me?" 
"I choose Jommy," he says. Katie's eye twitches and a vein in her temple bulges 
out in rejection. 
So Katie is going after 0 or Tate. Tate is def going after Ollie. But our leader is 
going after Harrow. I'm pretty certain the emo is going to choose 0 ... which means no 
one will have chosen me :/ 
"Truth or dare?" 0 asks Jommy. 
The emo's long arms fold over his chest and he sexily thinks for a moment. 
"Dare," Harrow says in a coarse whisper, no doubt designed to try and get Gin 
hard for him. 
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Ollie takes two huge gulps from his strawberry daiquiri and finally sits down at 
his throne. He crosses a leg and looks absolutely dashing as the silver chain on his white 
pants rattles into place. I adjust my gold hat and decide to drink myself into a stupor over 
having no one lust after me. Still, I wonder what Gin will make the emo do. 
"Jommy, I dare you to suck off Tate." 
What the hell? But I thought... 
"Me?!" Tot instinctively covers his crotch area with his small hands. "No way," 
he says. 
"That's too much, Ollie," Harrow complains. But when isn't the emo 
complaining? I wonder what his precious Supernova has to say about oral sex. 
"Actually," I say mimicking Jom's earlier obnoxious comment. "A dare is a 
dare." 
"Treated!" Katie shouts and high-fives me. "Alright boys, get to it," she says and 
moves to the island with a stove on it behind J-off s seat. Kibbles pulls out an oven pan 
and tears open a bag of frozen pizza rolls. While she kinkily prepares herself something 
to munch on for the show, 0 smirks at Jommy. 
"He should suck me," Harrow tells Gin. 
"Okay," 0 says like a total child, incapable of understanding that some people, 
like Tate, actually take sex seriously. To him it's all part of a fun game. 
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Jeoff stands up, still protecting his crotch, and says he has to go. The boy moves 
toward the door, but Katie is all up on him like a hipster at the scarf section at Macy's. 
"Where do you think you're going?" she spits out a frozen roll. "A dare is a dare." 
"Leave me alone, Kibble!" Tot almost shouts and shoves the slut as hard as he's 
able to. Katie barely even moves. Jorn stands right behind the boy and grabs him. The 
Properness member starts to struggle, but stops when he realizes it's Harrow. Our lead 
singer turns him around so that they're face-to-face. 
"Why did you even come to our concert today?" Jommy asks him. 
J-off looks down. 
"You came to please Ollie, didn't you? To ask him to do a feature on your stupid 
song." The emo lets him go and starts to walk back toward his seat, but stops. "Then 
please him by pleasing me." With that, Harrow unbuckles his belt and pulls down his 
pants, underwear and all. He's not hard, which means his actions are not fueled by lust, 
but sadism. 
"C'mon, look-alike. Don't just stare at it." Jommy puts his hands on his waist and 
waits. "Don't just look like 0, act like him too. He'd do it." Jorn looks over to Gin and 
our leader isn't even paying attention. He's snorting some lines of coke. 
Tate looks on the verge of tears. What is going on inside his head? I thought he 
had come to the concert to try and get with 0. Who wouldn't want a piece of our leader? 
But now there's this new information about a song. Did Infinity Network ask Jeoffto 
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come seduce RSSC into doing a track with him, as a means to put Properness on the same 
level as us? 
"You'll sign this?" Tate pulls out a small slip of paper and walks to Jorn, his small 
hands shaking nervously. It's a streamlined song contract. 
I can't believe it. J-offs group pimped him out. 
"I'll sign it if you're any good. Now get on your knees, like the good Properness 
member you are, and tell that asshole Courter of yours how much you loved it." 
As Katie stuffs a handful of pizza rolls into her mouth, Tate does as he's told and 
gets down-Harrow's flaccid dick is just a few inches away from the boy's face. 
Normally this would be the hottest thing ever, but I feel bad now that I know Tot doesn't 
actually like Gin or Jommy. He's going to blow the emo so his band can get recognition. 
It's along the same lines as what our CEO did to me, as he wouldn't let me be in RSSC 
unless I let him fuck me. He said there were a dozen genetically engineered pieces of shit 
waiting to take my place. The man told me no one was irreplaceable. 
J-off takes the long dick in his hand and begins to stroke it. Ollie sees the kid's 
tears and his face goes solemn, as his brain finally registers that he's done something bad. 
He swiftly steps out onto the balcony and sits down on a marble bench. 
Tate lifts the now hard penis to his mouth and places it against his lips, but he 
can't bring himself to open his mouth-once he does, there's no turning back. He pulls 
the skin back and our leader drops the contract to the floor, prying open Tate's jaw. The 
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head of Jom's member goes into Jeoffs mouth and Jorn moves the boy, by the hair, back 
and forth to increase his own pleasure. 
I'm saddened by what Tot has to do against his will, even disgusted. But I find it 
incredibly difficult to look away, let alone do something to stop it. Jommy begins to 
slowly thrust his hips, effectively starting to fuck Tate's face. Another tear rolls down the 
boy's cheek and that's it: I'm outraged. Harrow can have anyone he wants-what's the 
point of forcing someone? It's a weird power trip that I don't want any part of. 
As I close the glass balcony door behind me to join 0, I see Katie walking behind 
Jeoff. She's wearing a yellow dishwashing glove and is making a fist. I don't even want to 
think about what deviant things she is planning on doing. Brutal gusts blow snow in my 
face and I wonder how long Gin and I can stay out here. I look over to him. 
"I thought we were all having fun," he says and bites his little lip. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
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Chapter 13: Patient Care 
January 24: RSSC's Scandal Causer, Tiffany Tye-dye 
I'm sitting in the passenger seat of Ollie's yellow Lamborghini. Things got weird 
at The ClubHouse, so Gin Ollie and I stepped outside for some fresh air-namely, to 
avoid how awkward it was to watch Tate sucking Jommy's dick. The next thing we 
know, an ambulance is outside and the paramedics are carrying little Tater Tot away on a 
stretcher. 0 and I have no idea what happened. I tried asking Harrow as I got in the car, 
but he wouldn't even look at me. Ollie just silently climbed into the backseat, clearly 
distraught that what happened to Tate was technically his fault. Katie wasn't allowed to 
come, since technicalities aside, it was actually her fault. 
We drive in silence all the way to the hospital to see J-off. Our lead singer wears 
an angry expression, so when he parks in a handicap zone, 0 and I don't say a word. 
Blobs of ice rain start to hit the pavement as we pass the large doors that lead to the 
reception area. The moon is full. 
"How can I help you?" A stern old lady asks us, not knowing we are mega 
celebrities. 
The place is the opposite of modern design. Antique picture frames decorate the 
hospital, and they are not welcoming. The badly lit interior holds more than an ounce of 
gothic solemnity. I feel like I'm on the set of one of those haunted estate reality shows. 
"We're here to see Tate Jeoff," 0 tells her. 
The lady lowers her narrow glasses and looks down at us. "Are you family?" 
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"We're his friends." 
Her ancient lips purse together. "Family only. No admittance for you." She goes 
back to reading from the Holy Bible. 
What a hooker. I'm not sure there's anything we can do to get past security if we 
try to push past her and she calls them. We'll have to stay in the waiting area. 
"Miss, do you know who we are?" Harrow asks the old hag. 
With the most annoyed look, "A couple of deviants, no doubt." Her lip snarls. "I 
read the boy's chart. I saw what he came in here for: Rectal bleeding." The bitch gets up 
from her chair. "How does a boy get bleeding there? You're all Satan-worshiping butt-
fuckers, aren't you?" 
"What the fuck?" Harrow lets out in disbelief. 
I simply adjust my gold hat. 
"We're more than just deviants," Jorn hisses. "We're the scourge of our 
generation, making even the most innocent dance like cheap whores. We're Canada's 
glitterati, the embodiment of that one crazy party. But you're right, our essence is 
Lucifer. We're the ones corrupting the world's youth with our androgynous tendencies, 
and outright homoerotic skin-ship." Jommy licks his lips. "We are Red Star Studded 
Chaos; we are legion." His eyes look darker than I've ever seen them. "We are going past 
those doors, whether you like it or not. Because we do whatever we want, whenever we 
want." 
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The lady quivers with anger, and Ollie shifts his weight awkwardly from one foot 
to the other. 
"Let us pass," Harrow demands. 
She moves to press the alarm button under her desk. 
"Wait," I put my hands up. "We'll wait down here." I grab Jorn by the waist and 
pull him away. 
"What the fuck are you doing? We're gonna get arrested," I whisper. 
Without saying a word he drops loudly onto a chair, still staring at the old lady. 
Gin sits next to him and I wonder if Jorn will push him away, but he doesn't. He lets out a 
deep breath and looks down, defeated. 
"So we're stuck down here," Harrow laments. His eyes shift to the side and I can 
tell he's thinking about his razor. 
I sit down too, across from them. Tate was admitted for rectal bleeding. What did 
Kibbles do in that living room? 
"I'm hungry," Gin says and zips his black letterman jacket as high as the zipper 
will let him. 
Jommy looks over to 0. "Let's go get something to eat." 
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They get up and I follow them outside. The rain has picked up, and 0 sees no 
point in all three of us getting wet, so he runs off to bring the car around on his own. 
Harrow and I wait under the old building's green canopy. Jommy looks annoyed, 
probably because of the cold, so I don't try to make conversation. I look off at the bright 
moon and prop the collar of my thin, black jacket. It doesn't in the slightest help keep me 
warm. 
"I don't see why you have to come along," he says without looking at me. "O and 
I are totally capable of getting food without you." Now he turns. "He likes me, you 
know?" The look of disgust on his face as he talks causes pressure around my eyes. 
"Why does everyone keep cockblocking us?" His voice drips with wealthy 
irritation. 
I open my lips and close them. What can I say to that? I quietly turn around and 
go back inside the hospital, managing to hold my tears until I get to the receptionist. She 
isn't a bitch anymore. At the site of me crying, she buzzes me in. 
"The rest room is the second door on the left," she says. 
I thank her and walk toward it, knowing I need to dry my face before I run into 
anyone else. The doors close behind me and I walk down a long corridor to the restroom. 
It's tiled and looks like it was built in the 70s. Either way, the avocado green facility is 
immaculately clean. 
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My mascara is running, making me look like a crack whore. I gently touch my 
reflection in the one-person mirror and then move toward the only stall to get some toilet 
paper. Harrow was right: Gin did want him; our leader has been gawking at him and Tate 
all night long. My face feels hot in embaiTassment as I realize no one likes me. I pull out 
my phone to text Mason, but there is no signal. 
I hit my head as I try to walk through the green stall door. It's locked. 
"Is somebody in there?" I ask as I simultaneously rub my forehead and put my 
useless phone back in my jacket. 
I don't expect anyone to say anything, and no one does. Someone must have 
locked the stall and then climbed over it as a joke. I bend down to look under the door 
and see legs in black denim. Holy shit. I almost fall backwards in surprise. 
"Sorry," I say. The person doesn't respond, but undoes the lock. I hear someone 
else walking down the hallway toward the bathroom, and I'm on the floor. The guy 
slammed the door right into my shoulder. 
Before I can even know what the hell is going on, he is on top of me. His fingers 
try to go inside my eyes and I yell and holler ai1d he decides to wrap both hands around 
my throat. My God, I can't breathe. Urgency makes me try to smack his am1s away, but 
he's too strong. Shit, I'm fucking suffocating. 
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My heart roars at maximum speed and the room becomes splashed with black 
spots. I struggle to keep conscious, but I am doomed. I can't. Not like this. Mason, Ollie, 
Jorn ... anyone at all. 
He lets go and I hear a loud crash and a boy's yelp. I am too busy gasping for air 
to figure out what caused the attacker to suddenly leave. I can't even feel relief, as I am 
bombarded with a coughing fit almost as suffocating as the man's grip. Someone comes 
near me and I am really close to elbowing him, but I realize he's trying to help. 
"Are you okay?" he asks. No, you dumb shit. I just almost fucking died. He helps 
me to my feet and I hold onto the sink. In the mirror, I see a coughing me and Tater Tot; 
his lip is bleeding. Regret spreads over me at thinking he's a dumb shit. Jeoff is so damn 
dreamy. Omg, I look like crap. 
I walk into the stall and wipe from my face all the snot and spit and mascara. 
Geez, he must think I'm a dirty fuck. I toss the tissue in the toilet and tmn to him, but he 
has his back to me, with slumped shoulders. 
"Thank you," I say. 
He nods his head without turning. 
"What's wrong?" I ask, but remember his lip. "Let me look at it." 
I move to try and examine his injury but he walks further into the corner by the 
trash can. 
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"Tate, what's wTong?" 
He slowly turns around and I see the problem. His white gown is wet from the 
bulge downward. I don't know what happened, since I was choking, but I think when the 
man got off me, he pushed Jeoff aside to leave the bathroom, probably causing the poor 
kid to wet himself in fear. Before I can focus on figuring out what to do about his 
accident, I have to make sure the assailant is gone. 
"Did you see who it was?" I ask. 
He nods a no. "Some guy." 
Dammit. 
"Get in the stall," I tell him. "And lock it." 
I poke my head out of the bathroom. Ifoly shit, wchat am I doing? If the guy is still 
here, I am not sure I can fend him off. Though now that I know what to expect, I can 
stand a better chance. 
There is nowhere for the attacker to hide in the long corridor, so since I don't see 
him, I assume he has either gone down to Tate's room or he went the opposite way to the 
exit. I'm really hoping he just left. I have to make sure, though. I move quickly but 
silently and reach the doorway. Next to it is another door, leading to a sort of changing 
room for doctors. I put up my elbows to protect my face in case he is waiting to bash me 
with a bat or something and peer inside. My heart pounds, but thankfully, there is no one 
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there. I don't have time to catch my breath: 1 peer inside Tot's door. A wave of relief 
washes over me as I see an empty room. Thank God. 
Could the man be off assaulting the old lady at the reception desk? 
I try to take a deep breath as I carefully walk back to the bathroom, but my nerves 
are all rattled, so I am starting to hyperventilate. My head begins to hurt as I enter the 
restroom. 
"Tate. It's me, Tiffany." 
He immediately unlocks and opens the door. I want nothing more than to hug 
him, but I see his peed gown. I don't really care that he wet himself I just want to hold 
him and kiss him, and tell him everything will be okay, but I know he will feel terribly 
uncomfortable. Aside from the fact that I think he is completely gay for Ollie, there is no 
way he would look past being drenched in urine. He is a frail boy, emotionally and 
physically. 
I place a hand on his shoulder and try to read his facial expression. He looks away 
in embarrassment. Blood dribbles down his chin from his lip wound. 
"He's gone now," I tell him. "C'mon, let's get you cleaned up." 
I guide him down the corridor to the changing room and lock the solid brown 
door behind us. I deeply exhale and finally feel my nerves returning to normal. 
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.Teoff looks around. The small room has walls lined with metal lockers and a 
single drain with three chrome shower heads in the corner. There is a table at one end 
with stacks of neatly folded clothes, probably washed and iron-pressed and then brought 
here for doctors to change into. Tot grabs a white towel. 
"Can I take a shower?" he asks. "I'll be fast." 
"Yes," I say. "Uf cwass." 
I expect him to be shy about getting naked in front of me, but he's not. He takes 
off the soiled gown in one swift motion. liis body is smooth and toned. His abs are much 
more developed than I remember them being back in the van when he showed me his 
penis for the first time. lTis ass looks fine, so at least Katie's perversion didn't leave any 
lasting daniage. I wonder if I'll ever see him hard. What I wouldn't do to stroke him and 
get him up. 
It's awkward just standing here, gawking at him. He turns on one of the shower 
nozzles and adjusts the water temperature as he hangs the towel onto a hook. The water 
hits his hard chest and dribbles down to his fuzz. Tate turns to look at me, burning my 
face red. I don't understand it-I'm Tiffany mother fucking Tye-dye. How am I 
embarrassed? 
He walks to me but doesn't say anything, his pale body shimmering from the 
water. I see his hand shake a little; he is nervous. He blushes and turns back toward the 
shower. I can't let this moment pass and regret it later. I gather all my courage and tum 
him back to me by his shoulder. We look at each other and l slowly lean in to his face. 
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Shit. Does he want this, or is he gonna push me aside? He moves the rest of the 
way and we kiss. My eyes close and my hands take a hold of his wann, wet torso. He 
grabs onto the lapels of my jacket. 
I can taste the blood from his cut lip and am at a loss. I want all of him, but am 
content vvithjust kissing, drinking, swirling his coppery blood in my mouth and giving it 
back to him. 
He breaks away from my lips and hugs me tightly, then kisses me again. I can 
stay here all night doing this. 
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Chapter 14: Drinking and Driving 
RSSC 's King of Par~v. Gin Motherfa**ing Ollie 
So the pizza is kinda all wet and stepped on from when Jommy and I fucked in 
the back seat of my yellow Aventador G'I'. A sexy car, but there's almost no back seat 
area for sexing. Now back behind the wheel, I open the scissor door and throw the 
condom out onto the street-it's packed to the brim with my boy goo and the sperms all 
immediately swim out with the rain, thinking they are moving in vaginal juices. They 
search for an egg to fertilize, but will find nothing but exhaust fhmes. I step on the pedal 
and speed us off in the general direction of the hospital. I don't actually know where it is 
because the emo and I pounded dm.vn a fifth of Jack as I pounded his asshole. 
The thing about Jom is, that he has a big dick. But he comes in, like, three 
seconds. So really, all there is left for him to do is bend over and be my power-bottom. 
He was admittedly pretty good. Ifl wasn't a complete whore, I would probably settle 
down with him. I mean, he's pretty, intelligent, and doesn't complain that my dick is too 
big when I fuck him. It's annoying when people do that. And by people I mean Tiffany. 
I've heard no one is perfect, but I am pretty damn close-and so is Jommy 
Harrow:) 
"Which way is it?" I say as I turn onto a street with a Do Not Enter sign. 
"I think we are doing something illegal by driving this way." Jorn takes a swig 
from the almost empty bottle of vvhiskey. 
"Hey, man. Don't finish all the booze," I say. 
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Well, I think I'm going the right way. I grab a slice of pizza off the emo's 
shoulder and stuff it into my mouth. Mmm, this is better than ... okay, \Veil no. 
Sparks fly from the passenger side. I got a bit too close to some parked cars, but 
that happens to everyone, I'm sure. Jorn starts laughing his ass off and I do too. 
"Gim. I really like you," he says. 
"Yeah, man. I like you too," I say and take a swig from the bottle. My name is not 
Gim, though. I am too drunk to feel how much the spirit burns as it goes down my 
insides. A man flies over the car. 
Harrow gets as serious as he can. "Was that what I think it was?" 
I look over to make eye contact and see three of him. 
"Probably," I say. We burst into laughter. 
"Hand me some of the Xanax from the glove compartment." I finish off the 
remainder of the spirit. 
He shuffles through the junk I keep in there: condoms, lube, a packet of Katie's 
dish gloves. 
"Found them," he says and unscrews the top off the little bottle. "Open wide." He 
s0tmds drunk as fuck and shoves his hand in my mouth. I swallow the pill and honk my 
car horn two times because I love my life. 
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A car tries to pass me up. I think he wants to drag race so I ram it off the road. It 
plows into a large, white propane tank and I can see it burst into flames as I make a left 
turn. I quickly calculate his chances of survival and decide that he is 100% okay. 
"Is that the hospital?" I ask. 
"It looks like it." 
A siren goes off behind us. 
"Fuck," he says. 
"Don't worry about it. Ollie to the rescue!" I press the pedal to the metal and slam 
past an iron fence and into an electric pole. The airbags go off. 
They are so comfy. 
I'm about to fall asleep when an officer pounds at my window with a flashlight. 
"No autographs," I say instinctively. If only I had some Styrofoam cups, but I 
don't know where the Actavis is. 
I look over to Jommy and see that a rod from the fence pierced through my 
windshield and into his chest. He gurgles something and then docsn 't move. 
Harrow is always so dramatic. The police officer opens my door and pulls me 
onto the wet pavement. 
"Put your hands behind your back!" 
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He is being awfully mean to me. I know what will fix him. I get on my knees and 
open my mouth as wide as I can. 
"Go on, officer. You know that this is what you really stopped me for." It's hard 
to talk and keep my mouth open for his police-dick. 
He kicks me in the stomach and the world goes black. 
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Chapter 15: Young Love 
January 30: Properness's Innocent Boy Next Door, Tate Jeojf 
Properness and I had to do an interview where the very first question asked me 
about my alleged stomach problems and my stay at the hospital. I didn't feel comfortable 
lying, but said what Manager told me to say. I did pretty well at faking that I had 
appendicitis, and not revealing that the real reason for my pain was Katie's fist. 
My nervous body language and the face I made at the end of answering that 
question gave away that I was lying, but no one noticed. I didn't say much at all during 
filming because I couldn't stop thinking of what Tiffany and I had done at the hospital. 
She had come to visit me, but one of the janitors was actually a crazed anti-fan. He tried 
to strangle her in the restroom. I sort of rescued her, and she kissed me. And joined me in 
the shower, where we were intimate. But there was no penetration because that's a sin 
since we're not married. 
Just thinking about it makes me blush, but in a good way. It all happened under 
such a weird circumstance, with our lives at stake. The police later told us that the man 
was trying to recreate a scene from a book called Supernova. How terrifying. Apparently 
the man committed suicide right after by driving head first into a highly flammable tank. 
If only I could kiss her in a normal way, like on a date. 
I never knew love at first sight existed until I met Studded Chaos' Tiffany Tye-
dye. Her very name makes me melt. But it's so hard to be in love with a superstar, even if 
I am technically a star too. After the scandal she had with Gin, she can't afford another 
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one with me-so we have to be extra careful. And it will be even worse if Properness 
fans find out their favorite innocent singer is actually a sinful beast fraternizing with the 
enemy. 
I haven't seen Tiffany since that night at the hospital, but we've been planning to 
see each other, and almost have several times. 
On one occasion, I dressed in regular clothes-no skinny jeans or trendy 
sweaters-and went to see her at a RSSC fan-meet. I tugged a big Budweiser hat low 
over my eyes and was able to blend in with the crowd. It was a testament to how 
unpopular Properness is compared to Studded Chaos. Only one person noticed me: 
Tiffany. Her smile was worth the hour commute. I felt so warm at the sight of her beauty. 
Another time, we were supposed to both dress-down and meet at a bar. I told 
Tiffany I could get away from practice because our choreographer had a family 
emergency. I waited for her, but she never came. She later texted me saying she couldn't 
get away because UM held a mandatory meeting. Apparently, Jommy Harrow's 
suspicious revival from the dead was an issue. I drank by myself that night. 
Luckily, it can't be bad news all the time. Tiffany sent a fancy red car to come 
and get me so I can go to a costume party with her; she plans on dressing up as Link from 
the Zelda videogames. I'm supposed meet her at an abandoned playground behind a 
decaying apartment complex in Toronto's Regent Park. It's a bad neighborhood, but to 
see her, I'll do it. She said that since we'll be in costumes, no one will recognize us, and 
so she has a great night planned. We can go out and do things we normally couldn't 
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because of paparazzi and fans. I'm nervous that we might gain even more attention in 
costumes, but we'll see. 
I didn't know what to dress up as, so I feel like what I ended up picking at the 
store is a bit stupid. I chose a deluxe Aragom costume from The Lord of the Rings. The 
tights are the worst part, since they barely leave anything to the imagination. I don't see 
why the tunic part that is supposed to cover me was conveniently cut there. Usually slits 
to allow for movement are on the sides, not the front. Peter Jackson is a sinful pervert. 
The driver dropped me off about a block from where I'm to find Tiffany. When 
she told me that we were meeting in the ghetto quarter, images from movies raced into 
my head. I expected gangs and loud music and gun shots. But now that I'm here, I can 
see that there are no angry men or loud women, and there is no traffic. The district looks 
abandoned, except for a familiar figure in the distance. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
Tiffany took me to a jewelry store before we went to dinner, where she picked out 
a bracelet for me. I picked one out for her too. It was pretty romantic. 
Then we took a taxi to the restaurant. We talked about little things the whole way, 
like the first time Tiff signed an autograph, or how I went fishing with Adam Courter last 
month and caught a really big bass. It felt so right to be around her- too good to be true. 
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We're at a table waiting for the waitress to bring us our food. We both ordered 
salads. I take a sip from my glass of wine and Tiffany puts her hand on my thigh. She 
decided to sit on the same side of the booth I did, which makes me feel like evervone is 
- ~ 
watching us, but somehow she makes it okay just by being here. Tiffany Tye-dye brings 
out the adventurous in me. 
"Why?" she asks and stares intently at my face. "Why are you so beautiful? 
I blush. "I am not beautiful." 
"I'm serious. What voodoo magic did IN sprinkle on you as a baby? 
I laugh and take another sip from my wine, just to buy me time so I can think of 
something to say. God, she is so perfect. The warm light from the ceiling hits her face at 
just the right angle, making her black skin glow like she's been photoshopped. She leans 
in and kisses me. I swear the entire restaurant is looking at us, but I don't even care. 
"You make me feel really good," I tell her. 
"I do?" she asks. 
"Yes." Then I muster up all my courage and, "I could stare at you all day." 
"So it's all about my looks?" she teases. 
I giggle and she kisses me again. The waitress brings us our salads. 
"Is there anything else I can get you?" she asks. 
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"Just him," Tiffany says looking at me. "I'll have him be my boyfriend." 
She rolls her eyes and walks away, mumbling something about a dumb bitch. Is 
Tiff asking me officially to be her bf? 
"What are you saying?" I ask. 
"Be my boyfriend," she says. 
My heart collapses, in the most cliched, happiest way possible. 
"Yes, uf cwass." 
We kiss again and I place my hand on her thin thigh. Why can people only 
express feelings of love in un-literal language revolving around hearts, souls, flying, 
heaven and ecstasy? It's like feeling for someone is a drug. 
When we left the restaurant, a bunch of fans were outside waiting. The police had 
to come and escort us to our taxi. A parade of cars followed us all the way to our 
destination. 
We pull up just as a red car is taken away by valet parking. ls it the same vehicle I 
was driven to the playground in? 
"That's Gin's new Porsche," Tiffany says and applies lipstick. "He smashed up 
his old Lambo." 
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What? Gin? Tiff told me at dinner that we were going to a party, but she didn't 
say Gin Ollie would be there ... 
"Ollie is at the party?" I ask. 
"Yes, it's his party." 
I feel like a sledgehammer just bashed my stomach in. 
"Will Katie be there?" I ask. 
"Yes." 
Ugh. The deviant that shoved a yellow dish washing glove up my butt is going to 
be there. "And Harrow?" 
"Mhmm." 
The guy I blew in exchange for a signature will be there ... and he didn't even end 
up signing the contract > _> 
I do not like this. 
"What about Mason?" I ask. 
"I'm not really sure. Maybe." 
"Why didn't you tell me all these people would be here?" 
Tiff stares. "I didn't think it was a big deal." 
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"They aren't good people," I say. 
"They're my friends." 
There's no chance to talk more. I pay our driver and we exit to a ridiculous 
amount of flash photography. Tiffany and I stand side-by-side. She turns to me and 
smiles. 
"I don't care if they know, if you don't care," she says and takes my hand. 
Is she referring to the fans knowing we are dating, or to telling her.friends about 
us? She leans in and kisses me, right on the lips, in front of everyone. All eyes and 
cameras are on us. Did I just tongue away my career? 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
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Chapter 16: The Illuminati 
Janumy 25: RSSC's Bilbo Douche Baggins. Mason Riot 
I'm not in a good place, and I've no idea why. I thought it was because I lost Tye-
dye to that faggot, Ollie, but I'm not so sure my sour mood has much to do with them. I 
talked really tough with the reporter, but I was just venting. I'm a nice guy; most of my 
doucheyness is steroid inspired. Once the rage simmered down, I texted Tiffany. She was 
not happy, or at least not happy vvith me. At any rate, I'm glad I'm not alone tonight. Who 
knows what kind of depression I would have plummeted to ifl wasn't around my new 
best friend, Leon de Cruz. And this weird drug dealer that owns Novus Ordo Mundi 
Club. His name is supposedly Celestian, and he is allegedly the Pindar of some fraternity 
called the Illuminati. I don't believe it. But he smiles and has fangs so I believe it a little 
bit now. 
"Are you all certain you don't want to try it?" The emaciated dmg dealer asks as 
he flicks the glass part of the syringe with his forefinger. Celestian is completely dressed 
in black and has weird eye makeup like Jommy Harrow, but nowhere nearly as well 
done. My fat girlfriend and Celestian are apparently siblings. She told me that her 
brother's title, Pindar, means the penis ofdragon, w"hich is presumably satanic. The 
Pindar is the luciferian equivalent of a Pope. 
"We don't want any," Leon says annoyed. 
Godzilla puts out her blunt and says, "I feel like a party-pooper. I'm sorry." She 
takes a sip from her Red Bull Jager, munches on another piece of lasagna and continues 
with a full mouth. "I can't take the done tonight. My head just isn't there, you know?" 
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Goddy, the penis, and even Crnz call methadone the done for some reason. The term 
won't catch on unless someone from RSSC picks it up--I don't plan on doing it. The guy 
licks his false fangs and ties his vein off with a pastel pink tourniquet. 
"You're all at least drinking. You know who the real pooper is?" Celestian asks. 
"Who?" Goddy and I speak at the same time. She talks as much as she eats and 
it's irritating. I take a swig from my champagne glass as Cel sticks the needle into his 
pale arm. 
"Ollie," he says. "What he did to you was lmcalled for." 
"Gin may have no loyalty toward his friends when it comes to who he sleeps with, 
but he isn't a party-pooper," Leo states as he texts. He's been trying to find his own 
Godzilla for a while now. 
"He's a faggot," I say. 
"He's omnisexual," Leon clarifies. 
"If dicks are going in his mouth then it doesn't matter how many fancy words are 
used to explain it-he's still a faggot," I say. 
Leon looks at me intensely. "Lef s settle on swaggot." Then he turns to Cel. 
"Aren't you getting a bit too old for that?" The reporter waves his glass of white wine to 
the mass of dancing youngsters below as he speaks, to insinuate that Cel is no longer as 
young as them. 
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"Too old?" Celestian pushes the tab on the syringe that sends the done straight to 
his blood stream. He licks his lips in genteel-like enjoyment. "Not at all." 
The strange guy may be a vampire wannabe, but he has a certain poise to him that 
is admirable. My best friend, Leon, doesn't have that. He's very direct. I'm not sure 
which type of personality I appreciate more. 
But The Pindar is right; he doesn't look old. He's thin and has a beautiful pale blue 
fringe and smooth taught skin. His expensive tailored trousers and silky black button-
down give him an eerie, but handsome aura. He's a starburstjuicy contradiction: Young, 
almost punk-like hair, but dressed like a mysterious mature man. Celestion is the old guy 
from the Dos Equis commercials if the most interesting man in the world were young and 
a junkie. 
A barely dressed woman brings us a tray of shots that have a blue glow. Goddy 
looks at her with undeniable jealousy, because she's fat and the other girl isn't. My 
girlfriend doesn't even hesitate. She grabs one, raises it high and, "to never getting old." I 
don't see why she is jealous when she has me. What's the point of the waitress being thin 
and beautiful if she doesn't have me? 
We all drink. I growl through the tug of the liquor and place the shot glass on the 
low table before us. 
"Shall we go to a ritual cockfighting match?" Cel asks as he unties his vein. "It'll 
make you stay young forever, like me," he says to Cruz. 
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"Why? So we can end up in a scandal like the swaggot?" Leon says. "The last 
thing Chaos needs is another scandal." 
"You seem," The Pindar puts a finger on his lip, "tense," he says. 
"Cockfighting makes you stay young?" I ask. 
"Uf cwass. How old do I look? I'm actually three hundred years old," The Pindar 
says. 
Cruz aggressively puts down his drink; the heavy square glass cracks from the 
impact. "You are not three hundred years old. You're thirty-three, just like I am." He 
leans in. "Ritual cockfighting? Are you retarded?" He leans back and crosses his legs, 
dismissing the entire notion with a roll of his eyes. 
Celestian holds out a syringe for Leon to take, as if saying that a hit will make 
him less iITitable. But my best friend is not amused. He slaps the needle out of Cel's hand 
and gets up. His silver drop-crotch pants shimmer in the low light. 
"I'm leaving. You can all go abuse innocent chickens," Leon says and heads out 
the door that leads to the parking garage. Aging nmst be a touchy subject for him. I'll 
send him a gift card to a plastic surgeon later. 
"C'mon, Leon. He was just playing," Godzilla tries. But the reporter doesn't even 
look over his shoulder. He saunters away; his pink vinyl jacket is searingly attractive. 
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Celestian looks regretful at first, but then his lip curls and he says, "he's really 
not the best mannered person. He wasn't any fun the entire time. So blunt. So classless." 
"Don't talk about my friend like that," I say. 
I look over to Godzilla, and she looks back at me. The small VIP area is 
smothered in awkwardness now. 
"I miss Tiffany," I blurt. 
"Yeal1, well she doesn't miss you," Goddy lifts up another shot glass. "Forget 
about her. She's probably off getting fucked by Gin while you sit here and mope." She 
takes the shot and then gets up. "I'm outta here. Catch you guys later.'' The fat woman 
drops the glass onto the marble table and it clatters loudly. The muffled bass from the 
party below replaces silence. 
Godzilla is right. I'm sitting here, brooding-and Tiff is probably off having the 
time of her life drinking the swaggot's boy goo. 
"Sorry your relationship ended that way. I know what it's like to be betrayed." Cel 
rubs my knee in pity. "Waitress, bring us a bottle of Eight Below and then leave us, 
please," he says with a kind smile. Her eye twitches as her ovaries implode in 
unadulterated lust. 
She places the clear bottle on the table, along with two glasses with ice and then 
walks to exit the VIP box. Her revealing outfit is designed to have men enjoy watching 
her leave, but Cel and I don't pay much attention since we aren't desperate hairy men. 
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Celestian twists the black seal on the bottle until it breaks and pours us a full glass of 
straight vodka. I internally cringe at the thought of drinking so much pure alcohol, with 
no mixer or chaser. But if this Illuminati dick head can do it, then so can I. Maybe. 
"Shall we chug it?" he asks. 
I sure hope not. "Probably not the best idea," I say. 
"Mason Riot." 
Just him saying my name holds a certain power. "It'll be fun," he says. 
I really don't want to chug a bunch of vodka and blackout and end up with this 
guy's gay fangs on my masculine neck. 
A knock disturbs us. 
Celestian smoothes the V-neck he's wearing under the well-tailored black Jong 
sleeve shirt and I move to check the peephole on the door. It's Gin Ollie. What the hell is 
he doing here? 
"It's the swaggot," I tell Cel. 
"What? Why?" 
"Beats me." 
"We'll have to let him in." 
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"But we both hate him." 
"Yes, but I can't own the kind of club that turns away the King of Party away." 
"Fine, whatever." I open the door and Gin just looks at me, surprised. He wasn't 
expecting me to be here. He is completely drenched, which makes his white trousers 
somewhat transparent. I try to focus on his eyes, but his auburn fringe is so long that they 
are covered. This momentarily makes me gaze down and I accidentally look at the outline 
of his penis. I am offended that he is so well-endowed. I want him to die. 
"Mason," he says my nan1e in his annoyingly soft, youthful voice. 
"What do you want, O?'' I ask sternly. 
I'm tom between soccer kicking him in the ribs for fucking my thin ex-girlfriend, 
and thanking him for letting me see how much Tiffany never really cared about our 
relationship. If she really loved me, then she wouldn't have had sex with him. But she 
did, so really 0 can't be blamed for Tiffs unfaithfulness. Who wouldn't want to fuck her? 
It was all Tiffany's fault. .. she should have resisted. 
"Something's happened. I need to see The Pindar." Ollie brushes his wet fringe 
out of his eyes and bites his bottom lip like a little boy, clearly ashamed about betraying 
my trust by sticking his massive cock in my now ex's tight asshole. I simply stare at him. 
"Jommy is hurt," he says. 
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I step aside and motion for him to come in with my chin. Ollie looks to his left 
and a small boy timidly walks in. The kid looks exactly like him, only shorter and with 
black hair. He's absolutely adorable. After I close the door, we join Celestian by the low 
marble table. 
"Ollie, nice to see you," Cel says. 0 lightly bows to The Pindar, but the boy \Vith 
him doesn't. Celestian notices the look-alike' s gold cross, hanging on his small chest. 
The Pindar smiles. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
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Chapter 18: Eerie 
RSSC's Razor Wielding Emo, Jommy Harrow 
Dread boils in my stomach at the sight of nothing. The imaginary hot bubbles 
inside me float up like fizz on soda and make my chest feel tight. I'm not recognizing 
anything. It's like I drank far too much and blacked out, but different. I have no headache 
and my eyes are not begging to be closed so they can restlessly sleep. I don't for a second 
think I merely blinked and was transported to wherever I am. It is clear that time has 
elapsed, but it is impossible to know just how much. I am simply here in the dark, and I 
am terrified that I have no idea where here is. 
I remember having sex with Gin Ollie and drinking a plethora of whiskey. My 
memory after that is fragmented, but I recall being in Gin's expensive yellow car. 1 
remember we were lost and something is coming back to me: A siren. That's right, the 
police were about to pull us over. I have no recollection of an officer, but I do remember 
panic. The feeling of shocked urgency re-enters my body now that I remember the sight 
of a black iron rod sticking out of the right side of my chest. I relive the fear of not being 
able to breathe. A car crash. I must be in a hospital, but I touch my chest and feel no 
bandages. Impossible; I saw the rod impale me and I saw the blood, and I remember the 
strange, numb throbbing pain. I quickly yank my t-shirt off and let it drop and grab at my 
chest, but there is no injury, not even a scar. Concern corrupts my astonishment, as the 
shirt I dropped is no longer here. 
The floor is deep blackness. I can feel that I'm still wearing my silver-studded 
high-tops, but I cannot feel anything beneath me. It's like I'm standing on air, and it's too 
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dark to ascertain myself of what I'm truly on top of. Yet for as dark as the ground is, I 
can clearly see that I'm in a stone-walled chamber. The ceiling is a glowing green dome 
that looks alive; a mesmerizing swirl of stars and clouds arid tree canopy. But it also 
looks like green magma, and it crackles like a muffled forest fire. It could be a screen of 
some sort-an advanced hybrid that mixes television and ceiling. It is contained and I 
don't feel concerned that it might all unleash and crush me. I'm torn between believing 
I'm in an amusement park and a more sinister unearthly realm. 
But where is Ollie? Where am I? Ahead of me are unusual stairs a story or two 
high that glow a subtle white. They lead to a single iron door, and as I think about 
whether or not I should approach the iron portal, the glowing green chaos in the sky 
moves, different portions of it colliding into one another like tectonic plates. The 
collisions make rumbling ominous sounds, so I run to the iron door, my footsteps solid 
and quick, but completely quiet, as if someone has put them on mute. 
I race up the glowing steps and they feel solid but slushy; my shoes crunch loudly 
on them like I'm stepping on snow. The sound is quotidian, but in the midst of all this 
strangeness, acts as relief. As I reach for the door handle, a creature manifests in the dark 
center of the room. It is an abdominous dinosaur wearing a roughed up blonde wig. 
Another crash of the glowing plates in the sky produce a thin man in black with pale blue 
hair. There is no reason for me to be frightened of them, but I am. My heart beats wildly 
and my eyes go wide in genuine terror. Unlike the reptilian creature, the man 
immediately turns to look at me. He is handsome and smiles, revealing sharp fangs. The 
undeniable need to escape the chamber forces me to swing open the heavy door and slan1 
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it shut behind me. Through a narrow glass window immediately to the side of the iron 
portal, I can see the man still looking at me, and the dinosaur's scales turn to human skin. 
As if the dark ground gives out, they sink into the blackness. The molten plates above 
cease to move and just like that, the chamber is silent again, with little more than a low 
crackling noise emanating from the swirling muck on the ceiling. 
I find myself in a laboratory of sorts. As there is no immediate danger before me, 
I turn back to the small window to see ifthe man is truly gone. It appears that he is. There 
is a glowing latch on the iron door, but not the kind of terrifying glow that existed in the 
chamber I just exited. This glow is electronic. I take comfort in the manmade 
luminescence and lock the iron portal. There is nothing left to do but for me to push 
forward, and as I do I come across a terrifying sign: 
Welcome to the house ofL{fe 's Author 
Is this post claiming that the venue I am currently in is God's house? Had I read 
that before I saw the surreal manifestations in the glowing chamber, I would have 
brushed it aside as nonsense. But after what I just have seen, I an1 more careful about 
what to do with this knew found knowledge. My natural disposition is to be suspicious, 
so though the events in the chamber were impressive, I have seen magicians perform 
even greater feats. I an1 not entirely convinced something godly has taken place. 
It does not escape me that I may be dead. I know I was impaled in Ollie's 
Aventador. I also understand that this might all be a coma induced reality, but I don't 
think either of those possibilities are what is taking place. If I were dead, then why do I 
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still have a body? I can touch my chest and hands and they feel real. I am flesh. That also 
makes me believe this isn't all taking place in some kind of strange dream reality. I've 
had dreams and they aren't like this. The things before me are all real. Ifl were dead and 
this was the afterlife, then my body would have remained on Earth, yet here it is with me. 
Granted, I don't know what being manifested in an ethereal realm would feel like, so all 
of my Earthly logic may be useless. 
The floor is at least solid now, aqua tiles. I'm in a large room with metal 
worktables that have various Bunsen burners and microscopes. Fluorescent light tubes on 
the ceiling flutter on and off, emphasizing and hiding large glass cylinders that stand on 
stainless steel platfonns. There is an ominous feel to the entire room, perhaps a product 
of the gloomy lighting and a constant mechanical ticking off in the distance. 
On the steel platforms are small plaques. I look around again to make sure no one 
is around and then bend slightly to examine the text. On this plaque is a name and a date 
of some kind. It reads: Celestian Created 5mins ago. I don't understand what it means. I 
check the glass tank, but it is empty, so I move to the next platform and its plaque reads: 
Goddy Created 5mins ago. Confusion settles over me. 
[Due to Thesis page length, a substantial part of JP Salas' Red Star Studded Chaos: 
Sex Scandal has been removed] 
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Chapter 20: Purpose 
RSSC 's Drama Queen, Jommy Harrow 
"Pretty interesting, huh?" 
My breath gets stuck inside my bare chest as I struggle to hold in a gasp. My eyes 
scan across the large area and I see where the voice came from. It's a handsome black 
man with an interesting faux-hawk. He's tall and wearing black drop-crotch pants and a 
puffy black vest with an erect collar. The lights flicker and this time one of the 
fluorescent tubes above ruptures, sparks raining down in front of him for the briefest 
second highlighting his angry eyes. I get the eerie feeling that I recognize him, but I'm 
not sure from where. It is an overwhelmingly strange sensation to almost know who he is, 
since he is the type of person I would never forget. My stomach feels tight with nerves. 
There is a strong impulse to ask him where we are, but I'm not sure I want him knowing 
how lost I am. 
"I might be more impressed if I understood what it all meant," I say and walk 
away from him. "Empty tanks aren't really all that interesting without context." 
He moves in the same direction I'm walking in but keeps the tanks between us, 
his shoulders confidently swaying. "You'll get all the context you've ever wanted in a 
moment, from Life's Author himself." 
"God?" 
"I'll let you decide if you want to call him that, but he is your creator." 
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We continue to walk past a number of empty tanks, but I'm moving too fast 
toward the end of the area to read the plaques. "I was created by a handful of scientists in 
a laboratory-'" 
Is that where I am? UM laboratories? No, I'm not. I've been there before. This 
place is different-not as clinical. The walls and floor here are soaked with elusive 
feelings of anguish and anxiety. I'm expecting to hear torturous yells off in the distance 
as if I were in a dungeon or insane asylum, but only a constant metallic ticking can be 
heard. 
"But who made the lab," he asks. 
"Uber Music. My greedy record label." 
"And who made the label, some rich white guy?" 
"That is a likely possibility." 
"And who made the white guy?" 
"I get what you're doing," I say as we near the end of the tanks. 
"\.Vhat an1 I doing?" he stops walking parallel to me and comes my way. 
For a split-second I consider feeling alarmed, but l remember that I am Jommy 
Harrow, world-class superstar. There is no reason for someone like me to be 
apprehensive over someone like him. "You're trying to make me admit that I was created 
by God." 
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"Like I said, you can decide for yourself if you want to call him that when you 
meet him." 
If what the stranger says is true, then I am on the verge of acquiring the answers 
that life has struggled to find for eons. 
"Where is he?" I ask. 
"That elevator will take you to him." He points to it. "But he wants me to show 
you something before you proceed." 
I look at the silver elevator and then turn to the stranger. The clicking drones on 
just as persistently, but it's getting louder the closer I get to the lift. "Show me then, so I 
can continue." 
"Are you excited to meet your maker? I was too." 
I simply stand in place and wait. 
"Very well, read this plaque." He moves to the side so I can see it. 
I look at him and then walk to the stainless steel plate. It reads: Jommy Harrow 
Created 3 months and 8 days ago. What is this? I haven't made a life altering connection 
yet, but my eyes are already getting moist with emotion. 
"What does it mean?" I ask. I move to the tank to the left and it reads: Gin Ollie 
Created 3 months and 9 dl1;ys ago. "What are you trying to prove?" 
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"Read the last two." 
Without hesitation I look at the second to last plaque: Abigail Created 9 years 3 
months and 8 days ago. "Abigail? Am I supposed to know her?" 
"Maybe the last one will help," he says. 
I look at the final plaque, attached to the final empty tank: Deshawn Ray Created 
9 years 3 months and 9 days ago. "Des Ray? The character from Supernova?" 
"That's right." 
"So this other plaque is referring to his Abigail?" 
"That's right." 
And then it da\.\ns on me. How could I not have seen it before? I look up from the 
plaque and, "So you're--" 
"That's right, I'm Deshawn Ray." 
Impossible. How can a literary character be here ... be real? But as insane as the 
concept of the most infamous literary character of all time being flesh and bones right 
before my very eyes is, I cannot deny what I see. It has to be him. 
"You're Deshawn Ray from Supernova, the best novel of the last fourteen years?" 
I ask. 
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"There are more important things for you to do right now than to be star struck," 
he says. 
"What should I be doing?" 
"Think about it, HmTow. I'm a fictional serial killer that was created right here in 
this lab, nine years ago." He turns his back to me and walks to the elevator. "Abigail was 
also created here in this lab, and so her plaque is next to mine." Tie presses the elevator 
call button and it glows white. 
"Go on," I say. 
"The man upstairs created me in this lab. It's his lab. Your plaque, and the plaque 
of everyone you know is also here. Put two and two together." 
"I don't understand." 
"Yes you do," he says sternly. "My plaque is here because the man upstairs 
created me here. Why would your plaque be here in his lab?" 
"Because he created me here?" 
He looks at me sympathetically. "And that's what I needed to show you." 
"No," I blurt out. "That doesn't make sense. A writer created you. That 
douchebag, Leon de Cruz created you." 
"Yes, but who created Cruz?" 
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"What?" 
The elevator doors slide open, revealing a black wall with the letters J and P 
painted in white. "This is the hub of all life," Des says. "Everything you know was 
created here, and it was all created by the same entity." A muffled electric bass line 
drizzles out toward us from the silver doors. 
"I'm a person, though." 
He steps onto the lift. "Get in, Harrow." 
"You're not real!" I yell. "You're a character from a stupid book." 
"So are you!" he shouts. The sting of the words slaps away all rage from my 
body. "You're a character in a novel called Red Star Studded Chaos: Sex Scandal. Now 
get in so you can meet him." 
I blink endlessly, trying with all my might to fight back tears. "Meet who?" 
"Life's Author, JP Salas." 
The doors close and the elevator brings us up. I have no idea who this JP is, but 
apparently he \:\Tote us all into life. The notion that my world is actually ink and paper is 
devastating until I start to think things through. Why should being a character in a novel 
be any less real than being a mortal on an actual planet? If what Deshawn says is true, 
then our world exists within the pages of a book, but I do not fathom that being made of 
words is any less valuable than being comprised of molecular atoms. \Vhether I exist as a 
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string of sentences or as a combination of chemical reactions makes no difference at all. 
The ultimate realization continues to haunt me. It is the point that Supernova has made 
popular around the world: When we die, nothing we accomplish in life matters, 
ultimately making the very act of living pointless. I am humbled at getting the 
opportunity to meet my creator, but I do not know if his very sight will imbue me with 
awe and admiration, or sheer rage. Do I allow him to tell me why he created life, or do I 
tear his heart out for being so careless, so selfish in expecting the world to forever be 
grateful for bestowing us with the life we technically never even asked for. 
"You'd be wise to not anger him," Deshawn says. The music gets much louder 
now, yet the clicking continues, as clear as ever. 
"All I want is answers," I say. 
"Yes, but you must remember that what you want is not important." He puts his 
hand on my shoulder. "He is our god. Without him we wouldn't even exist." His hand 
drops from my shoulder and he disappears. The elevator ride lasts very little. I take a 
deep breath and the doors open, the metallic clicking now so loud that I wonder if it's the 
sound of an electronic sewing machine, connected to amplifiers, carefully calculated not 
to be drowned out by a steady electro beat. 
I walk into a round chamber and find myself in the midst of a gathering. Young 
thin men with stubble on their faces and black-rimmed poetry glasses over their eyes 
linger by slender women in leggings, boots, and \\Tinkled skirts. In the center of the 
chamber is a thick column, five meters in dian1eter. Halfway up the marble colmm1, a 
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plethora of yellow string lights runs from it to the round walls, making the area look like 
a merry-go-round. The column doesn't reach the domed ceiling; someone is up there 
operating a green light system, possibly God himself. Those lights shoot up to the ceiling, 
one after the other, like fireworks. 
I'm not used to arriving at a party and not being immediately swarmed by lustful 
fans. Are these people real, or merely apparitions? 
"Hey," I hear someone say. 
I look to my left and see a thin blonde woman in an interesting red dress that 
looks like it's held together by buttons at the shoulders. She's wearing leggings that have 
a fishnet pattern and dark boots. In her elegant hand is a wine glass. Is this person JP? 
She is pretty, but doesn't cause feelings of awe and admiration the way I expect a god to. 
"You've come a long way, haven't you?" She says with a blank expression, and 
then eyes my naked torso. I forgot I wasn't wearing a shirt. 
I take a step deeper into the chamber, and still, the two dozen people scattered 
arotmd pay me no attention. 
"What is this place," I ask the young woman before me. "Deshawn Ray told me 
I'd find a god called JP here." 
She simply looks at me. 
"Are you JP?" I ask. 
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"He said you were handsome," she says and takes a sip of wine, then turns and 
walks off to a table by the wall. She sits down and stares at a man until he gets up and 
moves, then her gaze asks me to join her. I sit down at the black, round table. 
"I've heard a lot about you, Jommy Harrow." 
"Who are you," I ask with furrowed brows. "And where is JP?" 
"I'm Gabrielle Knock. I'm a god." 
My eyes go a bit wide. 
"But I'm not your god." She looks to the top of the column-platform where the 
green lights shoot up. "Your god is up there." 
"JP?" 
"Yes." 
"Is he really a god?" 
"Yes. We all are." 
I look around the chamber-my eyes fall on each of these people that are 
apparently gods. How can this be? 
"What are you the god of?" 
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JP Salas 
"Not of what, but of who," she says and we stare at each other. "We've all created life 
with words." 
I struggle to grasp the knowledge I'm presented with. 
"How much power do you have over those you create?" I ask. 
"We are omnipotent." 
I let out a deep breath. "Does he know I'm here?" 
"Of course. Your new destiny requires it." 
"I don't believe in destiny," I say. 
"You don't have to believe something for it to be true. Free will is a lie." She gets 
up from the table and waves her hand at the column in the center, causing a ladder to 
materialize. "Go to him." 
All my life I have wanted to confront my maker, and now that I have the chance, I 
could not be any more petrified. I must push past my racing heart and shaking hands and 
accost my god. I move to the base of the ladder and look up, the green lights hit the 
ceiling like swirling missiles. 
"'Oh and Jomrny," Gabrielle calls out. "Try not to irritate him. Your fate is 
literally in his hands." 
I nod that I understand and ascend the ladder. 
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JP Salas 
As the top nears, the clicking is so clear that it is apparent I'm about to find the 
origin of this peculiar noise. My hands push me up and I stand firmly on the summit of 
the column. There is a being on a marble bench, hunched over a desk, typing away on an 
enormous silver type-vvriter, reminiscent of an opera house organ. Each key stroke sends 
green sparks up into the domed ceiling. From this position, I can only tell that he has 
black hair and is dressed in black clothes. Is this JP? Deshawn and the goddess, Gabrielle, 
told me to be careful around him, but I haven't the slightest clue what appropriate 
behavior around a deity is. 
Before I can say a word, the clicking suddenly stops. The last green sparks flutter 
upward and he cracks his knuckles. I-Iis head shifts to the side. 
"Hi," he says. 
"Hello," I say. 
He lifts his skinny legs and turns around on the bench to face me; his black boots 
clatter softly on the floor. The sides of his hair are buzzed close to his head and he has his 
short fringe styled up. I cam1ot gauge how old he is, but he has noticeable stubble, just 
shy of a beard. His skin tan and he is wearing a collared red shirt and a black blazer over 
it. He looks like a pretentious intellectual, desperately trying to be broody, but miserably 
failing. Any and all nervousness disappears: is this emaciated guy really a god? 
"I'm not that pretentious, asshole," he says with a stern brow and walks over to a 
small bar to my left. How on Earth did he know what I was thinking ... 
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JP Salas 
"Because I put those thoughts there," he says and pours us a glass of Kettle One. 
What madness is this? He is able to put things in my mind. "Why would you have 
me think negative thoughts about you?" I ask. 
"Because it's funny." He approaches me and hands over one of the drinks. He is 
short like Ollie, but his eyes are soulful; I want to kiss him. No, wait. Why would I? 
"Did you put that in my head?" I ask. 
"What?" 
"This sudden lust for you." 
He smirks. "You're so tense, Jommy. I don't remember making you this high-
strung." 
"Stop it. I don't want to have a hard-on. I'm here to accost you," I say. 
"Alright," he says with a twitch of his black brows and walks to the edge of the 
column. The glow of the yellow string-lights illuminates him as if he were over a 
campfire. 
"How much of me is me," I ask. "And how much do you put in me?" 
He sips from his vodka. "You mean how much of what you think is purposely 
calculated?" 
"You know exactly what I mean, don't you?" 
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JP Salas 
"Ifl want to. You've sort of taken a life of your own, so I only know what you're 
going to do ifl want to know." He looks in my direction. "Sometimes you surprise me, 
Jommy. For instance, I had no idea you'd end up being the protagonist." 
"So I do have free will?" 
"In a way. But there are checkpoints in your destiny that you cannot avoid. More 
or less." 
''W I . d . d .h ·1 . ?U . ?" 
· as t 11s a estme c ec <. po mt. s m.eetmg; 
"No. You were supposed to die and signal the end of Red Star Studded Chaos. 
Tate was supposed to have his heart shattered by Tiffany, and she was supposed to 
eventually realize that Tate is the only one that could ever love her. But by then it'd be 
too late and she'd end up alone for being so fame obsessed." 
"She's not that fame obsessed, though." 
"I know. That's the problem." He sits down at the edge of the column and dangles 
his boots toward the yellow lights, as if he were sitting at the edge of a dock. "I know 
love is really strong, but I didn't think it'd be that powerful. I didn't think Tiffany would 
choose love over fame and money." 
He looks up at me and then looks at the floor next to him. I sit down. 
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"And Tate," he continues, "he will have the opportunity to break Tiffany's heart 
as well, if he wants to. He can use her for fame, but instead he will kiss her in public and 
throw away his career. Now that's a noble character.'" 
So I was just secondary the entire time ... 
"Don't feel too bad about it," he says. "You are now the main character, and 
you're going to have what you always wanted." 
"What's that?" 
"Purpose." 
I look down past the yellow lights and see the gods below. How many lives are 
they in control of? "What about Ollie," I ask. 
"You love him, don't you?" 
"I don't know. Do I?" 
"Yes." 
I slowly nod. "Does he love me back?" 
He grins. "O doesn't love anyone, but I could change that." 
"I'm dead, though." 
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He shakes his head to show that makes no difference. "When the destiny I wrote 
for you and your friends didn't come to pass, events reshuffled to accommodate for the 
change. You were supposed to die, but only because your death served a greater purpose: 
punishment for Tiffany choosing fame over love." 
"Because my death meant Studded Chaos would be over, and after Tiffany 
rejected Tate she was supposed to regret it because she would lose her fame, right?" 
"Exactly," he says. "But she hasn't chosen fame over Tate yet, and it doesn't look 
like she's going to. She must choose fame." 
"But why?" I ask. 
"Because that is her destiny. She must end up in ruins to serve as an example." 
"An example for whom? Why not just snap your fingers and let the world know 
that fame is meaningless." 
"He closes his eyes and shakes his head again. "Fame may be meaningless, but so 
is love. You've been right the whole time, Jommy. Everything you do is meaningless 
once you die." 
"Then what the hell was the point of creating us?" 
He gets up and walks to the bench by the giant type-writer. "Because I was 
bored." 
"\'/hat do you mean?" 
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"I am eternal," he snaps. "As are the gods below us. What can more adequately 
pass time than the creation of entire worlds?" 
"We must be more than ente1iainment." I stride over to him. "And Tiffany doesn't 
even want to choose fame." 
"Careful with your tone," he growls, revealing angry, shark-like teeth. "Do not 
forget that you are speaking to your god." 
I take a step back at the sight, but rage boils within my stomach. Created out of 
boredom? "You may have created me and my universe, but you lack all godly qualities. 
You're a selfish fool." 
His face contorts and he leaps several meters and punches through my stomach. A 
numbing pain spreads up my spine. 
"You dare question me?" he spits. "Do not for a second think you are 
irreplaceable. I an1 giving you this chance to do my bidding because you want meaning, 
but I can just as easily choose anyone else." 
A bloody mess spews out, and as he removes his hand and unclenches his fist, my 
entrails drop to the floor. I collapse and hold my barbaric injury in shocked panic. 
"You are almost a deity to your fans, but compared to me you are nothing but ink. 
I can gloss over the ten thousand years I gave you with a mere sentence." He walks back 
to his bench. "I am omnipotent." He holds his arms up in arrogance. "I am the sole judge 
of what means something and what doesn't, and I say nothing means anything at all." 
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JP sits down on the stone bench. "You think you wield power because you have 
access to a significant club and were made aware of how ridiculous life really is from 
conception?" He chuckles. "Do not forget who can take all of that away on a whim.'' 
I cough blood and try to sit up, but the agony in my torso makes that impossible. 
"If it's all meaningless," I stmggle to speak, "then let them all do what they want." 
The god's lip snarls in disgust. "Don't try to fight my will, Jommy. Accept it and 
you will be rewarded. Deny me, and only the harshest fate awaits you." 
JP extends his am1 and spreads his fingers out, and just like that, my injury is 
gone. He really is God. 
I rub my hand over my stomach. It is completely healed, not even a scratch. 
"Come here, child," he commands. 
I do as I'm told. With his hand, he offers me a seat next to him on his bench. 
"I will answer what questions you have. and then I will send you off on your 
mission," he says. 
I clear my throat. "If there is no meaning to our lives, why do you want to 
promote love as more significant than fame?" 
"Because of you," he says. "You have suffered a lot, and it has caused me to have 
a change of heart. Life is meaningless, do not think it isn't for even a second. But my 
people don't need to know that; it hurts too much. They can believe love is purpose!' He 
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materializes two more drinks and hands me one. "You see, Jommy." He pauses for godly, 
dramatic effect. "I am a kind god. I will give people hope." 
"It's false hope, though. Isn't it?" 
"Don't be naive. False hope is the only hope that actually exists." 
"But why did you create religion?" I ask. 
"l didn't. l created resourceful people. Supernova's Deshawn Ray is right: 
Religion was created by a selfish few to control the masses. Upon death, no one is going 
to heaven or hell since I have not created either." 
I never thought I would be so depressed at the notion of being right. 
"What do you want me to do?" I ask, demoralized. 
"Tiffany and Tate are unfortunately. in love. You must break them up." He looks 
at the clear liquid in his glass. "Use the overwhelming beauty I've given you to steal her 
away." 
"Tate is also overwhelmingly beautiful, though." 
"Yes, but you are drastically more famous. If she chooses you, she's choosing 
fame." 
"And then what?" I ask. "You'll kill me so she can be alone? What kind ofreward 
is that?" 
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He looks off into the dark wall, appearing more and more bored with our 
conversation as time goes on. We are discussing people's fates and he isn't even that 
invested in any of it. 
"Death? That part of your destiny has been deleted." From this angle he looks 
painfully thin. He continues, "Your reward is Gin Ollie and immortality. Once Tiffany 
chooses you, choose Ollie. I will write his love for you into his destiny and you two can 
reduce Studded Chaos into a two member entity. I'll make the ten-thousand year 
expiration date a mere rumor, and you can spend eternity ruling the world together as 
King and King." 
"And Tiffany becomes poor and hated for hurting Tate?" 
"Yes." 
"But what is to keep her and Tate from reuniting once I choose Ollie?" 
"Tate is a gentle soul." God adjusts his huge glasses. "H.e will never be able to 
trust her again once she hurts him. There's no need to worry about a reunion." 
I nod. It all sounds annoyingly well devised. "And Katie and Mason?" 
"They have never been import~mt," he says. "I'll leave their fates up to you." 
"And Adam Courter?" 
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"The Catholic church will want Tate Jeoff crucified for fraternizing with the 
enemy. Courter is destined to defy the Pope's orders and protect Tate. Even the platonic 
fonn of love is very powerful." 
I nod in affirmation. "I will do your bidding, my lord." 
"I know," he says. "The Pindar will have you revived any moment now. Go back 
to the chamber where you first regained consciousness." 
"I accept that you are my god-that you created me, but who created you?" 
"An author called Jehovah. I was once a character like you, but he chose me to 
join the ranks of gods." 
"Characters can become authors?" I ask. 
"On very rare occasions, yes. Are you interested?" 
I nod no. "I am fine with being a king." I get up and move to the ladder. Before 
descending it I add, "I don't have the stomach for godliness." 
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